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' In the frantic moments that
I followed the ripping blast, orange
flames billowed up from tha
rubble.
Calloway Boys
Did Well In
Burley Show, Sale
A more complete story on the
standings of Calloway boys eia
the junior burley show at May- ,
field Tuesday has been made
available.
Jamie Potts, who was grand!
champion of the show, also won,
first in quality and second in
handling. He had 104 pounds of
X4F which brought $68.00 per
hundred; 178 pounds of C3FCries for help soon were flood- which brought $68 00: 136 poundsing the air lanes of, police raldio of 54F which brought $65.00; and;networks and the roads into 62 pounds of B5GB which broughtthe town became clogged with $59.00.speeding ambulances and rescue Michael Palmer received a red,sehicles. Roads- were blocked to ribbon. He had 30 pounds of: the curious who also tried to B5FR w•hich brough: $58.00, 54reach the stricken town.
Hospitals were asked to put
doctors rather than only attend-
ants on ambulances speeding to
the stricken town.
The National Guard stood by
in case it was needed.
Villa Rica lies on the Atlanta-
Birmingham highway, U.S. 78.
One of the stores ripped apart
was a 5 St 10 cent store where
shoppers were purchasing Christ-
mas toys and wrappings.
Police cars and ambulances
sped into the town from all Farm Bureaudirections_ Civil defense loaded
first aid supplied into cars and
rushed to Villa Rica from At- B
pounds of C5F which brought
$63.00; and 34 pounds of M5F
which brought $51.00.
Larry Watkins won a white
ribbon. He sold 78 pounds of
T4R which brought $49.00. 162
pounds of T4FR which brought
$65.00; 240 pounds of 711. which
brought $64 00; and 18 pounds
of NIL which brought $51.00
All prices are per 100 pounds.
lanta.
Cause ..f the blast which could
be heard for miles was un-
determined It was followed by
fire that raged through the
structures.
Calls for help soon jammed
incoming highways with am-
ulances and other first aid units.
Fire equipmentw as sent from
several towns
The State Highway Patrol in
Atlanta reported that three build-
ing were -blown away."
"We are sending all the help
we can assemble." the Highway
Patrol spokesman said.
Burley Price
Takes Drop
By UNITED PRESS
The steady price rise on Ken-
tucky burley markets that
brought new record averages ear-
lier this week halted Wednesday
as the state average dropped
19 cents to $65.27 per 100 pounds.
'Sale volume and payments to
growers also declined Wednesday
to 18.403.667 pounds and $12,-
012,161. New record highs of
$65.46 Tuesday and $65.41 Mon-
day preceded the drop.
Only II of the 28 markets
selling in Kentucky reported av-
erages above those of Tuesday.
Most markets had price dif-
ferences of only a few cents.
Fourteen markets topped the
$65 mark Wednesday and four
held fairly steady above the $66
average figure.
Cynthiana posted the highest
average in the state for the
third straight day. The average
of $66 18 Wati 54 cents under
that of Tuesday. The Shelbyville
market was second with an
average of $66.16.
Four markets. Lebanon, Lon-
don. Morehead and Russellville
reported record averages. The
Winchester market reported an
average of $66.50 matching its
previous all-time high set last
January.
The big Lexington' market sold
3,016,918 pounds for an average'
of $65.01 — in both cases lower
figures than Tuesday. Also top-
ping the million poundage mark
with sales were Maysville, Shel-
byville and' Carrollton.
The Federil---  State Market
News Service reported prices
were generally steady with those
of Tuesday in the burley belt
with slightly more gains than
(Continued on Sack Page)
Pack To Hold
Potluck Supper
Cub Pack 145 will hold its
regular monthly meeting on Fri-
day night December 6 at 6:30
at the Carter School. according
to committee chairman Norman
Hale
Following he meeting a pot-
hick supper will be served by
the mothers of the scouts.
United Press IN OUR 78th YEAR
Basetea AA A Best All Reund Kentucky Community Newspaper
----Murray;-1(y., Thursday Afternoon, December -5, 1957 M-13P.BAY POPULATION .16,100
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
First...
Vol. LXXVIII No. 288
ISEVENTY-SIX DIE IN ENGLAND RAIL CRASH
,Many Killed As
Explosion Hits
VILLA RICA. Ga. t — At
least five persons were killed
today in the mighty explosion
of a gas main that blew apart
4 five buildings on the tqwn s main
St reet.
Estimates of the dead ranged
as high as 50. The Atfenta Police
Department said it had reports
that between 30 and 50 were.
dead. Civil Defense said a deputy
sheriff reported at least eight
dead.
Five buildings were cracked
apart during the height of the
Christmas shopping season short-
ly . after stores in the pleasant
little town astride the Birming-
ham-Atlanta highway opened ft*
business.
Playground
Equipment
" Recommended
Playground equipment for the
W Z Carter School has been
recommended as the project for
the Murray Parent-Teachers As-
sociation this year by the Execu-
tive Board meeting held •yester-
dav at Austin School.
Members present recommended
that two pieces of equipment
for the playground be purchased
for the school. Further action
wilt be taken at the PTA meeting
on December 12
Magazine subscriptions will be
sold by the organization in Feb-
ruary. during a two weeks drive
Mrs.- A.. A. Doherty, president,
asks . that anyone planning II)
Subscribe to any magazines please
• consider the PTA magazine drive
in February and use this means
of helping the group. Mrs. Doh-
erty presided at the meeting
-sryesterday.
The joint meeting ot all three
groups Will be held on thursday
night. December 12th at 7 p.m.
The annual Christmas program
will be under the direction of
Mrs. Charles Tolley and will
P
feature the 63 member Junior
I‘ and Senior Choruses. The meeting
will adjourn in time for the
Murray State College basketball
game.
Dental Auxiliary
Meets On Tuesday
The Southwestern istrict Den-
t tal Auxiliary met in Paducah.
Kentucky at the Riz Hotel on
Tuesday light. After a joint
dinner meeting with the dentists
of the district, the ladies with
drew for their auxiliary meeting.
The speaker of the evening
was Mrs. Opal Christie, siffech
therapist from the West Kentucky
Vocational Guidance School in
Paducah. T h e special project
adopted by the auxiliary this
year is to seek out cases of cleft
palate and to give transportation
aid to the patient to the nearest
treatment center.
Those attending from Murray
were Mrs. Howard Titsworth,
vice-pritsident, and Mrs. Wood-
fin Hutson. Dentists attending
their meeting were Drs. Tits-
worth, McElrath, Hutson. Parker,
Gish, Pogue and Wallace.
T
Weather
Report
By UNITED PRESS
otithwest
sunny and
high 0.4 55
tonight and
42.
Kentucky — Mostly
warmer today with
Fair and warmer
Friday. Low tonight
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures:
Paducah 29. Bowling Green /2,
Covington 24, Hopkinsville 29,
Louisville 28, Lexington 25 and
London 25.
Evansville, Ind., 26.
,:•40ossir."*.tassieggsr,—
oard Meets
Tuesday Night
The Calloway County Farm
Bureau Board of Directors held
their regular monthly meeting at
the County Office. Tuesday night,
December 3rd. With .„President
Holmes Ellis presiding the group:
reviewed accomplishments of the
State Convention including the
winning of the State Farm
Bureau King Crown by Jimmy
Thompson and the election ot
Couray Vice - President Leon
Chambers to membership on the
State Farm Bureau Board. of
Directors.
Vice President Chambers re-
ported on other highlights of the
convention pointing out that Cal-
loway had the largiot delegation
of any West Kentucky County
and that the extra membership
campaie effort in Calloway gave
the First District sufficient mem-
bership (8000) to hold three
directorships on the State Board.
He also reported on State Board
meeting which he attended in
Louisville on November 25th.
President Ellis announced that
Congressman Noble J. Gregory
will be the principal speaker
at the quarterly District Farm
Bureau dinner meeting to be
held at Benton on December
17th Dinner reservations for this
meeting should be made with
the County Farm Bureau Secre-
tary.
Official actions of the local
Board included setting the mem-
bership quota for 1958 at 1240
members, making . preliminary
plans for the annual meeting to
be held in January and authoriz-
ing President -Holmes Ellis to
represent ,the Count organization
at the American .Farm Bureau
Federation Convention in Chicago
next week.
Directors and leaders present
at the meeting were Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Hill. Mr and Mrs. Leon
Chambers. Mr. and Mrs. Purdora
Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. James
Harris. Mr. and Mrs. Noble Cox.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Dixon,
C. 0. Bondurant, Pierce Mc-
Dougal. Vandal Wrather. Glindel
Reaves, Hugh Foster, Billy Tid-
wep and S. V. Foy.
 : 4
Ralph Oliver And
Charles Byers Are
Speech Winners
The M u r ra y Training FFA
Chapter held their impromptu
speaking contest Tuesday. De-
cember 3.
The boys spoke on 
"Improvedccess-
ed by
Practices Necessary _for Su
ful Dairying in the Future." -
The subject was submitt
Mr. E B. Howton of the agri-
culture department of M
State College.
Each participant was given five
minutes to prepare his speech
and a maximum of five minutes
to speak.
The contest was won by Ralph
(Continued on Back Page)
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SATELLITE SETUP-Here is a view ot the Cape Canaveral, Fla.,satellite firing setup, with the rocket in place and all ready to goaround the world for 80 days, more or less. The big first stage
rocket la • 72-footer. international Sou atiphoto)
Satellite To Be
Fired On Friday
By WILLIAM J. TUCKER
anted Peeve Stan Correspondent
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
A dirary Vanguard missile crew
today blamed a leaking .fuel
valve and wild winds aground
and aloft for their failure to
launch an earth satellite Wed-
nesday night.
But the crewmen will get a
full day to iron out the kinks
in their space machine and get
some rest.
J. Paul Watch, deputy director
of the Vanguard_ _project, an-
nounced flatly early this morning
that there would be no . lest
during the day.
- Walsh held a midnight press
conference after Wednesday's
scheduled firing of the Vanguard.
a . six-inch aluminum moon al-
ready operative in its nose, was
postponed.
The originally scheduled geta-
way time was 4 p.m., but hour
after bour the launching was
set further back until finally
it was called off.
Walsh said the Navy would
ask the Air Force missile range
today for a new firing schedule
but the requested time would
not be earlier than Friday.
Waled replants
Walsh told exactly what had
happened to throw the plans out
of kilter.
"Basically there were no major
technical difficulties," : he said,
"but we were plagued by a
series of minor things.
"What really did it to us was
a lox (liquid oxygen) disconnect
valve which allows us to continue
to put in lox altnold to the take-
off lime. This Ii necesser). be-
cause the lox •Continues to boil
off. . . •
la iftt—befori
the takeoff to disconnect the
lox line and this valve was
giving us trouble We attempted
to replace it with a spare but
had difficulty aligning the spare.
"Meanwhile, we reworked the
other valve. But it continued
to leak because the part of the
valve connected to the tip had
become stiff or 'frozen' on contact
with the lox. Liquid oxygen
has a temperature of 270 below
zero. Fahord tenhx;ei tH 
Unload 
Lox
"Thus it would, have been
necessary to unload lox, RI low
a warmup period for the valve,
reload the lox and then take
off."
Walsh said the crews were
Three From
Murray Named
To Who's Who
Thirty-one Murray State Col-
lege students have been named
to "Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities" for
1957-58.
Twenty-seven of the students
gamed are seniors, four are
juniors. Sixteen are. women, 15
are men.
Those from' Murray are Sam
Crass. Hal Houston and Frank
Miller.
Crass is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Crass. He is a
member of Tau Sigma Tau and
Beta Beta -Beta. He is a senior
chemistry-biology major.
Miller is a "man on the
campus" and a member of Delta
Alpha. He is also a senior rep-
resentative of the Student Org-
anization. Miller is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Houston is a senior pre-med
student and is president of Tau
Siga Tau. He was selected re-
cently as a "man on the campus."
He is the son of the late Dr.
and Mts. Hal Houston
Russia Launches
Atomic Vessel
MOSCOW — Russia today
launched the world's first atomic
surface vessel, the 16,000-ton ice-
breaker Lenin.
Thes hip was put into the
water at Leningrad, the official
Soviet News Agency Tass an-
nounced.
It said the ship would have
a speed of 32 kilometers an
hour (about 20 miles an hour)
"in unobstructed waters."
The ship was put into the
and will be eepgWe of. breaking
ice two meters (six feet) thick,"
the announcement said.
The Lenin is the first atomic-
powered surface vessel. However,
the United States has two nuclear
powered submarines, the Nautilus
and the Sea Wolf.
- The keel for the first -U.S.
atomic - powered surface vessel
was laid last Mond,ay at the
Fore River shipyard of the Beth-
lehem Steel Corp.. at Quincy,
Mass. The vessel is not expected
to be completed until 1961.
Tess said "over 500 factories
helped manufacture the ship's
machinery. The, power of the
ship's engines is estimated at
44,000 horsepower."
"The trans-arctic atomic ice-
breaker will be able to remain
at sea for several months," it
said. "In 24 hours it will use
only a few tenths of grams of
its atomic fuel."
The power section of the ship
will work this way, .Tass said:
"In the steam generating sec-
tion, water will be turned into
super - heated steam controlled
under very high pressures. This
steam Will energize the turbo-
generators. The electric power
prodtked in the icebreaker will
drive the propeller shaft.
The Tess said the ship's power
control section will be in the
pig of the vessel where the
atomic reactor is placed.
growing increasingly weliry. Some
had been working in the area "ospita; News
since late Tuesday and it was
considered unsafe for personnel
'to go through the entire process Wednesdays
again. lows:
Meanwhile, Walsh said, upper Census  
air currents which had been Adult Beds 
just below the maximum safe Emergency Beds  
velocity for a launchinginicreased Patients Admitted
strongly as the countdown drag- Patients Dismissed
ged on. Later, he said, ground
winds increased to the point
where they were expected to
exceed the 20 mile an' hour
maximum by the time the rocket
could have been drained and
reloaded.
"I cannot honestly say when
the test can be resumed," Walsh
said near the end of his briefing.
"When we get' our ducks in a
row we'll ask when the schedule
can be resumed."
NOTICE
The Murray Rescue Squad will
Meet tonight at the City Hall
at 700 p.m. All members are
urged to .attend.
• .
Almost Two Hundred Injured
As One Train Crashes Another
LONDON an — Rescue workers official said. "We will not make
braved the threat Of sudden guesses."
death from a train teetering
overhead on a wrecked bridge
today and brought out additional
bellies from Britain's worst rail
disaster in five years.
Transport Minister Harold Wat-
itinson told the House of Com-
mons in an emergency statement
this morning that "so. far as is
known at .present" 84 persons
were killed when two commuter
trains collided in thick fog and
.wrecked a bridge just as a third
train was moving onto it Wed-
nesday night. •
He listed 193 known injured,
"16 of them seriously." The 193
were seriously enough hurt to
require hospitalization. Hundreds
more of the estimated 2,000 per-
sons aboard the three. trains
received first aid treatment at
the scene. Many others reported
for treatment at distant hospitals.
Watkinsun said he has ordered
a full government investigation
into the cause of the accident.
"Police and railway officials said
no Americans were reported as
casualties.
The death toll could rise above
the 100 mark. A fire brigade
official said between 12 and 30
bodies may still be trapped in
a pan-caked coach pinned under
the fallen bridge. Bur railway
and rescue authorities flatly re-
fused to estimate a final toll.
"We will report each body
a It i; recovered frt. I L.^
wreckage." a British Railways
Snow Spewed
By Big Storm
By UNITED PRESS
An eastern storm that spewed
"one of the worst snowstorms
in recent years" moved out to
sea today, trailing behind it
a mass of cold air that plunged
temperatures below freezing in
Geoigia and Alabama.
Vast digging-out programs ex-
tended. from New—gland to
Virginia where the driving snow-
storm desposited more than a
foot of snow in some spots Wed-
nesday, crippling traffic along
the Atlantic Seaboard, and caus-
ing .31 least 2(1 deaths in traffic
wrecks blamed on the storm.
Blustering eastward from its
spawning ground in the Midwest,
the storm raked Philadelphia
with 24-hour blinding flurries,
then peeled off the north and
south where it heaped heavy
deposits on New 'fork and Wash-
ington, D. C.
The U.S. Weather Bureau said
Maryland weathered one of its
d'worst snowstorms in recent
years," with as much as 10
inches dumped on a Baltimore
suburb.
New York's Public Transpor-
tation System groaned under the
added weight- of-- workers who
crowded subways in Philadelphia
were stranded for more than
an hour; a streetcar workers'
strike in Pittsburgh added to
that city's woes.
The cold Wfluence of the storm
was felt as far south as ̀ Florida,
and temperatures dropped 23 de-
grees in HatteraN', N. C.
Across the continent, rains con-
tinued down the Pacific Coast
splashing points from Washington
to Southern Caifornia with half-
inch deposits and at some points
nearly an inch.
Warmer temperatures were re-
ported early today in most areas
(Continued On. Back Page)
GOC To Operate
Tower On ,Sunday
*The Murray Ground Obseti•er
Corte will participate in 'an alert
Sunday. flecernher 8. according
to inflinstration received frorn the
United Slates Air Force by Lt.
Oui..,..Prkyn 0. Pasco, poet miner-
visor. The obsiervarta*n tower
will be operated from 7:00 am.
lilo••3:00 p.m..
Observers desiring to work off
the requirements for GOC- wings
are requested to phone John
Paget) at 721.
Fog Begins? To. Lift
Rescue work was suspended
during the night because of a
choking, sulphurous fog which
shrouded the wreckage in im-
penetrable gloom. The fog began
to lift this morning ad a ghostly
light let the daring retscue work-
ers probe through the wreckage.
The first bodies brought out
this morning were a young girl
about eight years of age and
two adults who apparently had
thrown themselves across her
in a_ futile act of ptotectiost.
Rescue workers said they saw
several other bodies jammed in
the wreckage.
Mrs. Whayne
President Of
Girl Scouts
Mrs. Harry Whayne was named
president of the 1958 Murray
Girl Scout Association in a meet-
ing Tuesday evening, December
3at 7:00 o'clotk.
Mrs. Wayne Williams' presided
at the meeting. Maurice Ryan
presented a letter from Governor
A. B Chandler stating his ap-
pro at of the development of
a park on Ken-hi-city I.ake by
the Girl Scout Association,
Mrs. John Pasco presented the
slate, of officers for 1958: presi.
dent, Mrs. Harry Whayne; 1st
vice president. Mrs. Hugh Oakley;
2nd vice president. Mrs Everett
Ward Outland; secretary a n d
treasurer, Mrs. John B Cavite
nominatmg menThership. Mesda-
mes John Pasco, George Hart,
and Paul Lyles; house and hos-
pitality. Mr. and Mrs Maurice
Ryan; training. Mrs_ Arlo Sprung-
er; finance. Mr. and Mrs Everett
Ward Outland; registrar. Mrs.
Laverne Wallis; program, Mrs.
Orval Austin; Juliette Low, Mes-
dames Tom Crider and H. 3.
Bryan; cookies, Mrs. John Resig;
publicity, Mrs. Howard Titsworth;
men's advisory committee. Wells
Overbey; organization, Austin
ScHolo. Mrs. Clifton Cochran;
Carter School. Mrs. Faye Ryan;
Training School, Mrs. Bennie
Simmons; Douglass School, Mrs.
Elizabeth Williams. ,.
Following the approval of the
slate, there was discussion. on the
growing need of troop 'meeting
space. Due to • the increasint
number of Girl Scouts the cabin
is no longer adequate. Plans
were made to investigate possible
troop meeting places, such as
schools and churches.
Members present at the meet-
ing were:. Mesdames Clifton
Cochran, John B. Cavitt. Bennie
Simmons, D. T Humphries. Bob
'Melugin. John Pasco. George
Hart, A. M. Narvill, Edmund
Stegtler, William Solomon, W. C.
Easter, Orval Austin. Wayne Wil-
liams. Harry Whayne and Mr..
Maurice Ryan.
George Overbey On
Law Program
State Senator George E. Over-
bey is on the program at an
institute for members of the
Kentucky Bar Association which
will be held on Friday and
Saturday at the liniversity of
Kentucky.
Senator Overbey will be on
a panel which will discuss "Ad-
ministration of the Courts." -Ne,
is chairman of the panel. Includ-
ed on the panel will, be Dr.
W. L. Matthews. Jr. who is dean
of the Unversit of Kentucky
Law School.
FROM what dish has plum
pudding evolved?
VIP
complete record fol.
 36
65
29
2
0
New Citizens  1
Patients admitted from Monday'
9:30 A.M. to Wedneeday 9:30 A.M.
Mr. Arehic Edmonds. Rt. 3.
Murray; ?dd. Hershel! Robertson
and baby girl, 102 S. 10th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Euil Donelson, Rt.
6, Murray; Mfs. John E. Lax,
905 Olive. Murray; Mr. Charles
E. Hale, 502 S. 9th St.. Murray;
Miss Linda Carrot Billington, 509'
N. 7th St., Murray,' Mrs. Willie
Vatithn. Rt. 5, MurTay; Mr. Rob-
ert Bowden, 1613 Farmer. Mur-'
ray; Mrs. Bertie Paschall and
Diana Paschall, S. 7th St., Mur-
ray; Mrs. Raymond Causey,' Rt.
1, Lynn Grove; Mr. Jerry Lee
Overby, Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs.
(Continued On Back Page)
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fice reserve the right to itlject any Adverusing. Letters to the Editor
le Publlc Voice item' wittier In our opinion ars not tier the best
*tercet et our readers.
EATIONAL RKPRESENTATI-v ES. WALLACE W1TW R
doaroe. Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave. New -;:ork; 307 N. MichAgar,
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Second .Clliss Matter
SUBSCREPT1ON RAMS: By Carrier in Murray, par wow We, per
UM* MN. in CaLoamy •and adaossang comma% per year OAP; aim--
Awe. $5.40 _......— . .
THURDAY - DECEMBER 5, 1957
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Then shall thy light break forth as the morn-
ing, and thy healing shall spring forth speedily.
Isa. 58:8.,
Hundreds of billions of cells in our bodies
have intelligent functions including the guard-
ing of health. Infinite intelligence guides them.
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
• .
Sheriff Wendel Patterson reported this morning that
!r. Hal Houton's car, which, was stolen a couple ofpeeks ago. Was located in Detroit yesterday. 
, Although authorities have not apprehended the sus-
trect as yet, it is believed that a local person was respon-
illible or the theft.
'A few days ago Dr. Houston's medical kit was found
frear - Eggner's Ferry- Bridge.
. Mrs.. Sadie Shoemaker and Fredda spent the Thanks-
giving holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Retchie of Madi-
apnville, Ky. ,
' Choice Tayler. 70; died at 7:10 o'clock yesterday
horning at a local hospital.
• He is survived by his wife. Lela F. TayIi5F: one daugh-
ter and one son and two grand-children.
. Funeral services for Sgt. George A. Tucker. whose
4body has been returned from the Henri Charelle Ceme-
1ery in Euphen. Belgium. will. be- held in the Union Hill
;hurch of Christ Saturday, December 2, at 2:00 p.m.
. The Murray State Thoroughbreds won a thriller last
iiight as they barely nosed out the Evansville College
Aces by a -core of 62-60 in a game played at the Carr
Health Building.
Phil Silvers
Crew Get
Along Well
say there was resistance to me
131.17 -let's put it this way - these
guys had been turning, out one
• ' TV's most successful shows
fees two years 'Ind they were
•out _lei size me up.
-By the end of the first- two
1- -knew -1---Md-T-n-IdT it.
And later. I learned why I
hasi made ot - was because
, the guys in this show. began ts
By WILLIAM EWALD 0-sense what I knew -the, value
United Press Start Correspondent of the platoon. that I knew a
NEW YORK - Toe:, oastoeasn't just a Star -sh• w.
party going on the 'Set of
e -Phil :413ct'S and es cry-
One was out of uniform. Nine-
'Web finned shows were en the
ern and a six-week vacation had
seen declared.
Everyone was feeling pretty
Oser at the buffet table. Pvt.
Doberman was making eves at
the food. Cpl. Henshaw. clutching
an empty glass, was trying -to
negotiate a refill. Pet Zimmer-
Man was entertaining an appre-
pa:rve audience -with an un-
prompt u rout ine.
-Look around at this bunch,"
aaid Aaron Rtiben. director of
the CBS-TV series. "what Se won-
derful bunch to work with,. They.
get along with each other, they
two& well . together. But you
know when they offered me
this job early last summer, I
had real doubts -' about' working
ieith this group
Big Soon To PjU.
"There I A a- tepping _ into
the shoes of Nat }liken - the
creator. writer. producer. director
of the. show. He had decided
le, pull 'out and it's no secret
there was trepidation all around.
roma- riu 'Refeen7 s
-.the greatest.; -81- genius:
- -* 'Wh'at's More I had never
e v e ni 'directed before. I'm a
Coned:. ai 1..er - I've N% .4-kr<1 for
• ---thr-hig-essesseassres.-Heeles
and Alien. Sam Levenson. Danny
Thomas. Rot Ih44 •thuught my
background was an ads ant-age.
• He felt that the kind of 'guy
they needed was one who, had
spore-elation for a -scrip'. who
knew comedy."
Runlet grubbed a cigarette freihri
one of the crew. 'Eles-resrelled
with a shudder' the 'first she&
he directed for the series. "It
was in July and When .4 stepped
out -in front of that group it
was like plunging into Cold wat-
er," he said, •
• Ile- t?nce"' No you couldr/4
RELIEVE YOUR COLD'
AT ANY STAGE --;-• •
THIS BETTER WAY:
brier . :n tii /i BG-6
goes amateng relict hoer., -Oh-ttles
ei.nairattela eseaatisel,-, M... IS bikr,
Vegritliiirised at the "comfort
BQ-6 ease tot alter only two
BQ-6 gave me after only two,
HOURS, your 59 cents back -at
any drug RQ-6'. NOW at I
HOLLAND lint .(; CO, . • • '
Pail gets Bliseete.Asse- - --
412hil is a brilliant performer_
He illuminate; everyone around
him. -He's fantastic. He sets the
pace of the show. But .what
many siewers probably don't
appreciate is the balance the
Iother guys and to Phil's per-formance. Arid when the guysknew that I saw it. that. I wasn -.
out to schmear anybody. we were
in ..
Ruben looked 0% Cr at Dober-
•
.• '
t• •
THE
•
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IKI RESTS ON HIS FARM-President Eisenhower's grandchildren,
Susan and David, do a little fence climbing on their farm ad-
jacent to that of their grandfather at Gettysburg. Pa. At bottom.
the Chief Executive, relaxed and recovering from a light stroke,
Is shown in the station wagon in which he rode around his 496-
acre Pennsylvania farm for about 90 minutes, (International)
, 4 S.
man anei was ogling the deli-
catessen' delicacies again Some
body ',asked where-Phil Silvers
ass and somebody else said he
had • gone home, that he had a
touch of flu. ,
"You .know the secret word
on , this • show?" asked 'Duben.
I'll tell you --tempo. We knock
off fe• pages of script in •25
Minutes. That's quite a clip.
-We -had Kay Kendall - a
tremendously talented .;:timan - Z,...gWgw..g*grog
do a show with us and she was
absolutely bewildered by our
pace. -But you all talk so fast,' !VT
she complained. It took her two re7-- 4.4)
days before she could fall in
web us. And I guess that's my —
biggest contributifin to this show
-Keeping that tempo.
-Have we succeeded? Is the
show as good as Hiken's was?
Well.,
'Two, of the platoon members
drifted over and said they were
bugging out. They clapped Rubin I
on the back. •-My wile.- say*
you don't have to worry," said
orie -6T-7i-hem he We- she -
thinks we're even better, this year
than last."
Ruben grinned a grin. A wide
one. "I think were doing pretty
Well, too," ne.• Said.
PASTRANO IN LONDON
NEW .ORLEANS it? -fie;avy-
weight title, contender Joe Pas-
trami, who arrived here for a
10-day vacatiou 'Wednesday, said
he will fight next in I-Axton,
probabLy against Joe Eridcine on
Jan 20.
CIGAR BOWL OUT
TAMPA. F. IP -The Cigar
B p seasici game schedul-
ed for Dec. 28 has been cancel-
ld because ieff. ciahs c- said not
a:tract statistietiry opesents
Morton Arms, ors:dent of the
Cigar Bow; Assn. anus 'Lanced the•
csinceilse: in after several teams
including Texas nrisoan a n d
Mearesta,ppi d • w n
bldo.
Have you tried
I, so rl
# chop
Pnce incleders Fed. Tot
el •
BULOYA
MOUND
PRISE:lot
—=1Asie
iett ne
17.0eeeIn.
17
..^1/f1811-leit -
•84..1;., nit •
53915
•
Murray, Kentucky
SUNFLOWER
Corn Meal WV
011)-71.14E FLA7011 in light, light cornbread!
This is the wonderful Mix made from white corn
meal of biellt quality and milled by Sunflour. To
give feathery lightness, a special blend of baking
powder has been added,
season. It is so
carefully measured
and mixed that )ou
get extra light, extra
tasty cornbread
every time!
Also Grailable plain
FREe
COUPONS
IGINAL
•
f--11St 
ROGERS
SILVERPLATI
with
Ii
lit enough salt to
Iv, 1414RECIPE
printed on the bag
To ?cups SUNFLOWER Cars
Meal Mix. add 11/4 cups n.ret milk
rr (rest huttermilk, I 11, 2 ow
fr-rites 1 tahleiroon•
(at Mix well Rake Is
tree:red eeenviek or
molds abort .13 minutes or 4,t'-
45 a
Murray Wholesale
Grocery Company
•
•
-71
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SAVE YOURSELF
TIME& MONEY AT
Whole Tallier
EXTRA TENDER, YOUNG
10000 CLEANED AND PLUMP
WITH JUICY RICH MEAT
YOUNG TENDER
LB.
PORK' LIVER _ _ LB. 25c
LEAN, MEATY
SPARERPBS _ _ _ LB. 45c
SAUERKRAUT _ _ .?„-r,i 29c
YOUR CHOICE
FOR A DIME!
AMERICAN BEAUTY
NAVY BEANS 10c
AMERICAN BEAUTY
SPAGHETTI CAN300 1 OC
AMERICAN BEAUTY GOLDEN
HOMINY _ 300 CAN 10C
10C
BUSH'S YELLOW EYE
PEAS ___ A00 N
FOR AU. YOUR HOLIDAY SALADS. . .
SKINLESS
WIENERS ____ 2+ BAG 99c
SMOKED
COTTAGE ROLLS _ _ LB. 654
BONELESS 
E PET' IS LB. 35c
LEAN, MEAVC BOSTON BUTT
Pork Roast 4.5c
PACKERS
CATSUP 2 ,=:25c BLEND JUICE
CUP-O-CHEER
COFFEE lb. 69c
CAROLINA LONG
GRAIN RICE
Li. PKG. 15c 2-IJ. PKG. 29c
KRAFT'S
KROGER GRAPEFRUIT OR
eh 46-0Z.
A CANS 45e
KROGO
SHORTENING
3 79Lb. Can '
iracle Whip jar
SPOTLIGHT INSTANT
COFFEE 6 OZ.JAR 99c
CHILDREN'S ASSORTED
GLOVES __ Z LES Y PR S. PR. 29c
KROGER CRACKERS
SALTINES BOXLB. 25c
KROGER EVAPORATED
MILK 6 TALLCANS 59c
WITH 10c COUPON IN EACH DOZEN KROGER EGGS
Kleenex 2 Cp1)(40G1 COUNT
ZIPPER SKINS, LARGE AND EXTRA SWEET
Tan
PAPERMATE PENS slZ;
KiiiRANGE
JUICE 2
Cam
MIX
45c
21: 3 CX)EZS 35c
46-01.
CANS
GLADIOLA
BISCUITS 10c
rifles DOZ.
SINGLE DOZEN 33c--SUY TWO DOTIN, SAVE 17c
THIN-SKINNED AND VITAMIN RICH-BUY 10 - SAVE 20c
GRAPEFRUIT 1049c
FINEST ALL-PURPOSE MAINES - BUY 2 - SAVE 20c SINGLE BAG Soc
POTATOES 2 98c
•
Dori, Apt
31118 2 
doz. 69c
•
•
•
JUST ARRIVED!
CHRISTMAS
TREES
FULL SELECTION
GET TOURS NOW!
McfA701'=4"AliatAl=
FULL VARIETY
NUTS
For .
CHRISTMAS
•
•
1
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PAGE  THREECoach Alexander Dees Swell
Job Of Teaching Fundamentals
One cannot watch the
Thoroughbreds practice under the
watchful eye of their young
coach without realizing that Rex
Alexander is doing a thorough
and superb job of teaching both
the fundamentals and the fine
points of the game. Working with
less experienced players !than
those found in bigger schools,
Rex leaves ngthing to chance
ty.s4 helps his players 10 develop
vTherever they need development.
This will be the fourth season
for Rex as head coach at Murray
State College and all the friends
of the college are hoping 'hat
this quiet • mannered coach will
have his best year in the coming
season. In his first year, the
Racers went through an ex-
tremely tough schedule with an
11-14 over all record. The next
ar the team won the Kentucky
Invitational Tournament in Lou-
isville in December and then
weakened in the last half of
the season to end, up with a 15-10
mark. Last year the record was
Head Coach Rex Alexander
'Air Force Championship basket-
ball team at Chanute Field, Ill.
'In .additiosa-,to his B.S. degree
from Murray -State. Rex has a
master's degree in Physical Edu-
cation and Mathematics. FULL- Is
married to the former Miss Doris
Snyder. They live ip an apart-.
ment in Swann dormitory, on the11-13. , he was discharged in March- of college carnput.-The?-havbThe head coach I a native -1946 he played on the National children.
-College Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
East
Army 98 Yeshiva 67
Pennsylvania 86 William & M 70
Cornell 62 Buffalo 37
Renslaer P. 64 Colgate 63 (2 ots)
Pittsburgh 72 Michigan 62
Duquesne 72 Carnegie Tech 58
Dartmouth 82 St. Anselm's 66
Connecticut 99 Massachusetts 57
Wilkes 74 Lycoming 59
Yale 77 Springfield 51
Amherst att MIT 51 -•
Scion Hall 61 Toronto 47
Lehigh vs Temple, cancelled
Villanova vs. Gettsa,burgh, can.
Princeton vs. Lafayette, ppd.
South
Maryland 64 G. Washington 55
Florida 79 Stetson 65
Georgetown vg. Loyola (Md.) can
Midwest
Kentucky 61 Ohio State 54
Xavier (0.) 83 John Carroll 76
Kent St. 77 Westminister (Pa.) 72
Kansas 66 Canisius 46
St. Norbert's 49 Markuette 47
Bowling Green 86 Hillsdale 52
Dayton 62 Morris Harvey 43
Southwest
A risme= -51k--1C---11.11eirierr-Aft
. _
West
Los Angeles CC 48 Harbor JC 44
1Thoro'bred Play Draws Voice
Murray State Colege's 80-69
victory over Kentucky .Wesleyan
Monday night drew 'mostly com-
ments of approval from Coach
Rex Alexander but he had a
few criticismsm to make of his
team's opening performance.
Drawing top praise from the
coach were the fie guards who
saw aetion for the Thoroughbreds-
and Center Quitman Sullins, who
was top scorer for the game with
20 points and top rebounder with
24. .
Of the guards' performances
Alexander had special praise for
Dale Alexander wtio came into
Kansas And Kentucky Both Easy.
To 0After Setting Up 2 Records
By FRANK LITSKY
United Press Sports Writer
1Cansa_s and Kentucky, two of
f'ie top five teams in college
• bozoketball, breathed a bit easier
today with 2-0 records, two miore
clays of rest and thanks for their
tall boys.
Kansas. ranked second to
Nvrth Carolina notionally in the
pre-season rating: iif the United
Press Board of Coaches, bad its
toxibiles before severs-soot Wilt
A The S'...ibt) Chamberlain led a
Itecond - half rally Wednesday
nigirt for a 66-46 victory cover-
Canisius.
Fif"h - ranked Kentucky. out-
scored from the floor, parlayed
backboard control and accurate
free tbesow shooting into a 61-
54 come - from - behind ,tnumph
over 11th-ranked Ohi,, Stale.
Kansas. the Beg &atilt defend-
- 7-- -
'Benton Is
Winner Over
Over Reidland
The Benton Indians defeated a
!irons Reidland five. 52-48. on
the Greyhounds home court Tues-
day night to record their fourth
straight victory. •
Reidland was by far the tough-
est opponent the Indians had
faced and provided Benton with
Its closest scrape of the season.
Although the visiting Indians led
by 12 points at halftime and 10
Kentuckian and a graduate of
MSC. He ciaTeci four letters in
basketball at ittlurray State and
was captain in his senior year,
1948-49.
Before coming to Murray as
assistant basketball coach in 1952
under Harlan Hodges, Rex was
coach of Paducah Junior College's
squad for three years. with his
teams winning tyko champion-
ships. At PJC he won 53, lost
29. The championships were the
State JC title and the South-
eastern JC tournament title, both
in 1951-52.
Murray's head coach, who is
33. attended high school at Nor-
tonville where he starred in
basketball. tfe was graduated in
1942. After' high school he at-
tended MSC for one quarter,
long enough to earn a letter in
basketball .before being taken
into the Air Force in April of
1943. He was the second freshman
to letter in basketball at MSC.
Following three years of Air
Force service, and just before
ing 'champion and 1957-58 fav-
orite, outscored the visa:ars 16-3
in the first nine minutes of the
second 'half behind its fastbreak.
Chamberlain scored 32 pours, 20
in the second half.
Kentucky Comes From Behind
Ohio State outscored s'isitne
Kentucky by • one field goal.
However, Kentucky sank 15 of
16 free throws and dominated
the boards to overcome a 33-30
halftime ciefoicit.
Kansas meets Niorthweslern
Saturday night while Kentucky
Paces eighrh-ranked Temple. the
class of the East. Temple's OTC
against Leaigh Wednesday meat
was eanceled because of a snow-
t•
The snow also led to concern-
tion or postponement of t It e
Prineeton-lzatayette, Villanove -
Gettysbung. Georgetown D. C. -
Lo-molia • (Md.) and Penn Mili-
tary-MJnavian games.
Pennsylvania's suptrior man-
power provided an 86-70 win
over a William dr Mary team
wheth had seven substitutes hos-
pirta ai zed as the result of an
automobile accident Tuesda y
night .
Pitt Beats Michigan
In other leading games Wed-
nesday night. Pietsburgh took a
72-82 win over Michigan: Mom.-
phi's State'. runiterup in the 1957
National Invitation Tournament,
opened its new season with a 96-69 win over Union (Tenn.); Con-
necticut (opened defense of its
Yankee Conference champion-ship by trimming Massachusetts,99-57; and Maryland beat George
Waogringtcon, 64-55.
Elsewhere by 'sections: Rout -
Duquame 72 Carnegie Tech 58,
spirited final canto drive and
closed the margin to three with
1:30 to go. Reidland faltered
however, and could not catch up
as the Benton squad held on to
win.
Benton hit 18 of 27 free throws
Ii' comparison to 8 of II:, for
the hod team.
Reidland center, Bobby Joe
Reed, led all scorers with 22
points. Gammel and Peck scored
13 each for the victors.
Benton ...... 14 26 40 52
Reidland .... 9 24 30 48
Benton (52)
Forwards: Dailey 12, Gold 9.
Centers: Gammel 13, Peek 3.
Guards: Peck 13, Anderson 2,
Duke.
Reidland (48)
Forwards: Cadwell 8, Colburn,points at the- end of the third Hawes."period. the Greyhounds made a Center: Reed 22.
Guards: Austin 4, Bailey 2,1Rudolph 12.
Kentucky High School
Basketball Results
by United PrAss
Lebanon 69 St Charles 47
Bardatown 62 Springfield-39
Clinton CO. 56 Metcalfe Co. 44
Warren Co. m,‘ Bristow 41
Allen Co. 59 Franklin-Simpson 43
Brownsville 85 Alvaton 69
Lee Co. 61 Irvine 60(ot
Maysville St. Pat. 50 Minerva 49
Covington Holy Cross 56
Campbell Co. St. Mary's 40
Logan County Tournament
First Round
Lewisburg 59 Russellville 44
r.WftWA*A*AZAWift*It*AVr*A*AW-it*AWAWAW-A:
'Home Gift Certificate' Suggested
For Christmas By Local Realtor
In making their Christmas giv-
ing plans, residents of Murray
were urged today to consider
the future family happiness that
?, "home gift certificate" under
the Christmas (tree would rep-
resent.
Advocate of the proposal was
Freeman Johnson. president of
the Murray Heal Estate Board,
which is a_ member of the Na-
tional Association of Real Estate
Boards, one of the. largest trade
groups in the nation.
Ml'. Johnson expairroecr that
jthat he had In mind in suggest-
Ng the "certificate" is some
form of a start on systematic
savings for the down payment
that will bring the average Mur-
ray •family a home of its own.
"In addition to being in keep-
ing with one of the soundest
.....1.011:lilluas__uL--Clairatmes which
centers in large measure on
family gatherings around their
ewn hearthstone," the Murray
-4.ealtors' executive said, "the
iftea is practical and easy to
carry init."
lie suggested that th'e head
Cornell .11Y Biefalo 37, Niagara
78 Siena 45, Rernseber 64 °col-
rate 63 in double overOime. '
South --(ee.rgia 72 Clemsom 60. j•
Midwest -Loyola (III.) 86 Onto-
ha 46. Dayton 62 Morris Harvet;
43, St. Norbert 49 Marquette 47
Midlands - Wichita 71 Texas
Wes•ern 48. Southwest -Arkan-
sas 59 New Mexico AScM 50.
The Minnesota - Iowa State Icame lops tonight's light pro-
gram, v.hich aka) includits Vir-
rri a Tecth H asston-
TeXAS Adrl, Nebraska-Wy.wning,
Tuksi-New Mexico A/UM, Wake
Forest-North Carolina State and
111:asinippi Waite - Howard Oat-
lege-
,
the game when, the.,'Breds were
10 points behind late in the
first half and dropped in three
quick baskets and contributed
some top-notch - floor play to
pull his team to within one
point of the Panthers at halftime.
Ken Wray and Tom Darnall,
reserve forwards, werealso corn-
mended for scrappy perform-
ances.
Coach Alexander . was critical
of his. team's stipelloti Perform-
ance the first 15 minute 4 of
i the game and a bit disappointed
iin the first half' play of forwards
Terry Darnall and Gerald Tabor.
Of Approval From Alexander
However, he says that some early
blocking fouls calted against the
two threw. them, offstride. He
added .that the last half play
of the two and their performances
last year assured him that they
would be among the top threats
on the team.
The coach called the victory
a team effogt and.' said that
this was especially evident when
his team• refused to fall apart
when they. were ten points be-
hind.
Another gloomy b u t bright
point cited by the coach was
the below par offensive game
I XIII'
Results
by United Press
CHICAGO - Joe Brown, 1331/2. ,New Orleans, stopped Joey Lopes,
1331a, Sacramento, Calif (11). •
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. -Zora §•
Folley, 194, Chandler. Ariz., stop- •
pert Jose FAgardo Romero. 242.
Argentina 14i
Kentucky College
Basketball Results
by United Press
Kentucky 61 Ohio State 54 -
Marshall 85 Morehead 77
Union 95 Lincoln Memorial 72
Ky. State .72 Virginia State 70
Butler 90 Ft. Knox 64
TONIGHT'S COLLEGE
BASKETBALL SCHEDUttE
by United Press
Georgetown at Louisville
Villa Madonna at Anderson
Bellarmine at Ky. Wesleyan
Ky. State at Morgan State
Centre at Transylvania
NIn publishing the county in- •
• ' dividual standings yesterday anof the 1. mily might present to phasized, is that the family error was made in the average 'his wife and children a fresh starts mein" ort a regular basis of Danny Duncan from Hazel.bank savings account book.rOth -the forir. "at the co.:rig e: The ratings had Danny in the
number three slot with a 16.6
per game average when actually
he possesses a 214 average that
would give him the number two
position, .2 points per game over
Rogers.
plete v..th an deposit with
a card dedicating the new ac-
count to the purchase of a home.
Or. he said. the "certificate"
could lake the form of a crisp
910 tell with a "pledge" that
It was only the first of others
that W told be saved toward
home purchase.
-Many people do not mat tn.
that, if they qualify in other
respects, the absh money requir-
ed to buy many of today's homes
is lower than it has been in
recent history," Mr. Johnson
pointed out. He added that 'under
1957 Fl-IA regulations a -$13,G00
home may be purchased with a
down ,payment as low as $750,
for example. -
snaiion, Mr. Johnson
Observed, it is entirelz possible
that if a family started saving
systematically this -Christmas for
a home, they would be installed
In one of their own choice before
Christmag, 1958, rolls around.
"Thei mportant thing." he em-
secondary.
"While the importance of their
own home, to the future welfare
and happiness Of 'the average
family is too well known to
require elaboration," the real
estate board president cdneluded.
"it is approPriate to recall the
special place of the home at
this time of year. Joseph and
Mary were probably the most
celebrated hytittet,liunkers oin his-
tory as evid-enced by the story
of the Nativity and Christmas
carols. On the secular side, we
are urged to "Deck our Halls
with Holly," to light' the Yule
log, and to make our travel
plans early • es- rintettint-tne-ii;orld
seeks to be 'home for Christ-
ma's""
In the light of all. this, Mr.
Johnson declared, a "home gift
certlfkate" Might well be the
most cherished of all possible.
Chris'reas gins.
:i41-`.*AWAWAWAWit*A*Aa'r:WAWArit*AWAWAWAWAI
•
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TWO 1958 HARNESS EVENTS
YONKERS, N. Y. IP -Yon-
kers Raceway offers harness
racing's two richest t -year-
old events next year as part of
its 1958 schedule, They are the
$50,000 added Hilltop .Trot And
the $50,000 added Empire Pace,
broth to be run off sometime
September. The lataelt -ewer--
Aug. 1.
SNOW CANCELS PIMLICO
BALTIMORE, Md.. (IR -Snow.
Which blanketed most of tb e
1Flistern •••ai•nci rd anti -forced j
perponcrnent of Wednesday's '
racing program at Pimlico, also
Was responsible for calling off!
today's program. The two days
"will be made up at the end of
the current seasom, which rurs
SO Dec. 14. .
•v#
\i/
FIREPROOF
CHESTS
Low cost, fireproof protection
(one hour at 1700') for your
valuables. Variety of sizes and
models, all finished in metallic
gray. Inside dimensions 13" wick
91/4' deep x 6" high.
$32.50
played by Sullins, Tabor. and
Terry Darnall. This, he said,
would be different in future
games.
The Thoroughbreds leave Fri-
day for a two-game tour of
the deep South. playing Florida
State at Tallahassee Saturday
might and the University qf
Alabama at Tuscaloosa Monday
night.
Alexander said that he . was
expecting two tough games, but
if hi% team returned to the
campus undefeated it would be
one to be watched the rest dt
the season.
r the Office or Home
FIRE-PROOF FILING
CHEST
'Use it for filing important
'papers or RS a small safe.
# FOR
D-AD
e
BOND BOX
- FIREPROOF -
Keep your bonds, birth cer-
tificates, and other impor-
tant papers safely.
This Is A Good Gift For
Any Adult!
L•13:t, 31:53 Yogi 3='• lei3=3)Z9A "DA rzIesixiss ins test sist taMicia7:51 =3 =3 yx:5=3=.' tcRt It5.% -
ler
Utility CABINETS
In a variety of sizes and interior
combinations.
Perfect for the farmer, small
business, and the home.
Several Sizes
To Select
From
SiMilIMIMISMS0311181e05111111#8=3=5:1=1='IttM=1=35d3 nrit A,."17:551e55 •SX ISA 1:.•1 trazo7-‘•SCA It•Alcal/eti="1818=5=1 leg =I F.- 7 =la)
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By COLE
•,,.
A comfortable chair is a good a
gift. See our big selection.
;SI )12:4 31S1 1mq. VP; PAO Mil
See us now for
1
oor
-
N ---OFFICE' SUPPLY DEPT
GREENE O. WILSON, Mgr.
Many styles, colors, and sizes.
this wonderful gift item.
DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
DESKS
By COLE
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Mrs. H. Nichols
flosfiess-To 
CIVE Group'
•
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 MGM & TIMM -  • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SQCIAL CALENDAR 
Mrs. 1.1
‘,warei mt.tslis was ti„.._ , lane Friendship Clain of the 
• bring 4 " C -II--' • • •
. Thursday, December 5
.. ent t.„. G 
ii
4.ip /) of the onaanan , F • rs4 
Mettbo4tat Church will meet The Jessie Houston service
Women's Fellowethip of the MO i 
St the Chun* social hall at 630 Club will meet i
n the llama .,1
Christian Churls at her home i 
for a Christmas party and piA Mrs. Joe Baker, 1209 Pktpiar4 at
i lurk airmen The program coma' 7:30 am.
Tuesday. December 3.
Mr's . %roar • %kw.. 
president I nontee is Mrs. Lula Galata M. 
• • • •
of the group, presided at the 
i Edgar Morrie Bryan laraley and Group III of the CWF of the
Ajar., nosinet,meeting. mts. NI. I Bob Smith. 'All members are First Christian 
Chtnrch will met:
D. Heaton led the group in de- "r4zed to 'attend' 
it the home of Mrs. Howard
votion by reading the 23 Psalm 
• • • • • Nichols at 7:30 p.m'. Mrs. Gehard
and The Chris 
. The Manorial Papeat Church Megow is the hostess.
tmas story.
Mrs. L. M. Overbey amitinueva I will °hs°rve 
the Week at 
Pray- 1 1 
• • • •
ate moan= by telling another 
et. Montaay through Thursday at
story of the Christrrias SeaS41. 
I the church at two afealek in meet in the home of
A pima y plaza was served by I the • a terra axe Frida
y night a _ Quer:ern-sus, • Wells,
Ana arriabais to the eleven metnat 
felliesaaup Naillipper wilf be held 9:30 in she morning.
bers preserst. 
ih the basement of the church 
• • • •
tea.* e . at 6:30 'p.m. honoring the 
new Friday. Dececber 6
maribere of the tenurh. The GA' The WM14 of the First Rapt
ish
Deltas Have
Christmas Party
At Club House
The Der,, Deparenent at the
Murray Wernoina Cada m e t
Tues.day ei. ening, December 3 at
the club house fer the annual
Ohnistanas party.
The program leader, Miss
Lorene Swann. was introduced 1
tiy Mrs. Grey es Heedare pram _ 1 The To
wn alai County Horne-
aerie te—eee aaparserreaa. _easaarrealters_Calub will meet at seven
Swum then turned the program o'clock - a *ills- Hair- vath tdril
veer to Mrs E C Parker. chair.. Jaaainy Reagaa. sl
ar. 'era are to
man if the Crave/nes entertain- t
mere. ,
Mrs. Max Carmen reed :We 
Coldtitar. Club
aboar Meets To Study
r".6cau-' aaandoneS-IaaBeil„7.ega- , p 341  C„ are tqf. Lawn
Church will meet Monday
through Friday sit 2:30 in the
afternoon for the Week of Pray-
er for Foreign Ailions and the
Loatie Moon Christmas offering.
• • • •
The Memorial Baptise Church
will have a fellowship dinner al
the church basement at at 6:30
p.m. honormg all new members
of the church.
• • • •
The Murray Woman's Club wa,
hold its • annual open house at
-7"30'.1zzaMeceeeefattilearshe -Musk'
Deparaneral of the club stall be
In charge of the program. A tea
wU folaev the evening's ereer-
tainnient. The public is inv. a
to atterd. •
r1"?5* F.'"1- The Coldwater H amtervakers m
ktw theler‘ktP., 
sots 
a
Ig• "'T's• Club met Friday. Nevember 22 ias annual Children's 
Cnl",s° hold
Laymen corainuela me poetise by r an ail clay meeting at the party at 7,30 p.m. Eaea meinber
resdang -111"e Things Be.Gudk'ng-• h of Mrs. Ruby Brandon, ! ta bring a 50 cat gift for
-The rrraest Anelag.% and 2!Tsa.
.aasi.1162Zal aBnlerauch tire *the each ef • he
r children attending
A 
dieeparty. _ Hoe:eavies for t Ii e
Gifts were exchanger -3, the During the bUSthelici—meetht meemtg 
are rido_ananaat - H. W.
members and Mre Parker led
Lottie Moots
Circle Meets
to send tour_ •
the group in garnes. members •te help &Aril:ate -the
Refreshmerr-s. with the Christ- -1c mienottaa. rood.
mas mete:, were served by the Mis Fern Darnell presented
heatesees. Madames St a al ord the lessen an ••Care of the Evers
Andrus. 1 E.41.1424:4 Wear, Ha-Ames green and :he Lawn."' She told
"Lk Eugene -null% Jr' 
and the members :a put 15 pounds
Mall Ruth Laseater. of aexl forakzer on every 100
square fete of the yard. She
sragai that now is the tame to
--prase -shade .Uveris___ _
Tne lessen on lew calorie &ode
srse given by Mrs'. Cloteel Dar-
nell. A meal was Weltered knd
The Lattie Moon 'Circle of the „awed ai the group from funds
Firer Beptek Qualm met sn the es;namoi gle lemon. -
11 
Inc
 .)t 3111' tuar Shirley. '19w nest meetang of the club
North F turth rev.% Tustatki). -lit mete in the home at Mrs.
Decernbt r 3 a: sae a'ciack in the
evencrig
Mrs Eugenet Shipley led the
gnaw in st udv of the !souk
aarrintrunerit In Cummutem", un
Akace Following the study, lbs.
Shipley seawed tams and alkleal STABILITY HINT
on Africa. .
Refitetaneres were served to BOSTON —410— a This 
simi
the 16 mernbeas and a,: vor hangs In a S ash E
nd tverreert
by Miss Sararky -and Mrs. Cady -}Candia' Ceram° Gaatcd
CaildwelL nun a in mu
tton."
and the WGA wall be in charge
or the prigrarns fur the week.
S. • •
The Temple Hill OES will
meet at the Lodge at 7:30.
I • • •
The Garden Department of
:he Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 2:30
in the afternoon fur the Christ-
mas pi ograrrt.
• • • •
tee. I:kerne-11e December 13 at
7 o'clock Ali euiraors are wet-
a,me and each manila. i a.sked
:o bang 'a gift to exchange.
•••••=111M..
ouEEN VIEWS CONTROWISIAl STATUE - Queen VS-obeli it of I,
P 7 • ai carefully agrutinize; a statue of herself which tas stirred a
eararseersy in London art circles. Now on exile:Atkin at the antat
exhibition of the Royal Society of British krtists, the work is that
of a-Nigerian artist. Benedict Enwonvea One critic insisted that
he felt aa distinct Africaalzatioa of the features. (1-trernazional)
reirs
a•••••-•-•,-+.-
* ENDS TON TI *
DOROTHY MAIONI.
JAMES rAGNELY
Group IV ofthe CWF will
Mrs. John
Blvd., at
Monday, December 9
The Sterna Department of the
Wilesen. Glindel Reeves. Phillip
Mitchell. Robert Hendon, Cream
Thurman. and Billy Thurman.
.555
The American Legion and
Aux-aary will have • thar Christ-
mas par y at the 'Legion Hall
at 6:30 p in. Dinner let be serv-
ed and gifts exchanged.
• • • •
The Euzeihn Class of 4 eve
Farre. Baptist ' Cnunsti will have
as annual Christmas, party anti
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at 6 p.m.
• s •
The Junior Garckm Depart-
mart. sponsered by the Garden
Department ef the Murray Worn-
an's Club will meet at the home
Mrs. 011ie Brown, 34.z South
i.a.h Street. s
• • •
.11r—s.-Frect-Ste-ope-
Speaks To CWF
(;1-010 II .
Mrs FIo St rope spoke to
Group II of the .CWF of the
Christman Church at their
meeting Tueeday. December 3 in
--nraticentead Mne-aferariers Far-
r... Mrs. Stneve. a German. re-
cerotly meved to this orient ry.
,ke ..n the subject "Christmas
n Germany."
Mrs. Frank* Roberts. presiderit
the gram. preisated at the
bukness meeting. Mrs. Eft e
Diuguei gave the des-ottonal
Our Daily Bread." • •
The group welcomed two
aue.a.s. Mrs. Tummy Lavender
..nd the guest speaker. Mrs
Stripe. Ten members were pra-
t.
Refresamerra were served the
)cirele mernbocaaby the hostess,
Mrs. Farris.
Christmas Story
'Is Program For
Circle Meeting
"The h Ja:ut.i", a eerrea
nes serry, was read by Rev.
reeej Austin is the meeting of
The Janie Luertack Circle of the
liege Presbyterian Church at
'he' day mete ing. Tutmlay,
December 3 at 10 p.m..
Mr's. Woods was hewer.
to the group meeting in her
hisme. The melting was drilled
•., order by Mrs. L. A. We're.
earesidere, for a short Witness
C'hrairmas Ohs were exalting-
'NJ by einernbers 'of the circle
aid at the ft .1,,n 15 'UT a covered
• lunthean was served.
Attenceng the circle meeting {e
ere ertst member and four
PERSONALS
Born to Mr. and Mrs Malevan ;
• iblett of Denver. Colerado. 'a
aughter. Sharman. weighing 9
trerrete, vri Del:ember :,'. 1957.
.aa• Sub/cola -have line other
tattld. MaleArn. age 7..7sSrs. Sub-
ea is the Ilenner Janice, Weedy_4
Mr and Mrs. •Herman Mar-
. nail.. W. Lees. 'spent dve
• Thankupving. helidays with his. • •
see'ers. MI. Olke W ',Amen and
Mrs. .fimmie
•
nal M..r.ri and Archie
Sett of Ght.eata were ler vli -
day imemse of Mr. and Mrs. H.
N. Th eyes Mr. and Mrs. Thb eve
re planrang 2,•, leave fie Chica•
i seettn'tie maws A limit MAW
- - • •
•
f
5-
•
446+,
174M.-4,14>
•
;1 -
THURSDAY — DECEMBER 5. 1957
We are doing all of our Christmas shopping at the Belk-Settle
Co., our shopping headquarters ....for all the family!!
•
CamilY 1:14' tz.
fb14 CbriSkinaS Ping
CHILDREN'S BEDROOM SHOES
98r to 12.98
LADIES BEDROOM SHOES
98r to '3.98
MEN'S BEDROOM SHOES
51.98 to 54.98 i
BELK-SETTLE CO.
• a
••-•--.1•41.-u••••
S.
•
MURRAY, KY.
•
•
•
IVY t.. F. A GUES
s3.98 .
AMA
•
•
V
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TRANS-CONTINENTAL RECORD—Cap
t. Robert M. Sweet, 30,
Barrennett, Wis., is congratulated by Cap
t. Ray W. Sehreeen-
goat, Jr, 31. as Sweet leaves his McDonn
ell FtF-101 at March
Air Force Base, Calif., after breakin
g the roundtrip Los Angeles-
to-New York-to-Los Angeles jet Hi
ght mark. Sweet did the
roundtrip in six hours, 42 minutes, 6.7 
seconds. Captain Schre-
cengost, who left sooner on the same 
trip, was a bit slower.
Sweet broke the record by nearly three 
hours. (lnigradtional)
of the new collections,* called
the chemise the number one
;11/1.011tttr --for sprü-
The "Sack" Of Perla
Margaret DeMille, co-chairman
of the show, said the group's
ready - to - wear committee had
started- out by saying, "after
the chemise — what, After all,
Paris featured the sack last fa
ll.
B, GAY PAULEN' 
But, she added, the committee
• 
'
after a month of covering the
Wind Preis Staff Correspondent
 "
Ntrw Tow Num. otark,1
,..eided there is no
4
tu report thia, but the shape
 *W 
ha t,'. F
• 
TS-TNe
The fashion group said all
thls". lin come in fashion due credit should go to_ 
the
BMW AKIPeleSS. ;_,F4.,..n•h for givi the chemise
SWIM 1998 gives all the br
eaks
a. "new look" and "authority
.
,to the womanvietti a spare tire
.
The waistline,- vhkh used 
to B
ut it pointed out that severa
l
T • a
count for some come-hither, won
't 
American designers showed it
even show. It got lost w
hen I decade
 ago, and proved it with
models parading the runway' in
designers re-discovered the 
ehe- 13
mise, a tubular garraent whi
ch 
a Traina-Norell chemise of 194 
gan its fashion career a 
vintage; one from B. H. Wxa
gge,.
• ::
erwear. It also is didsbed 
the " s.'; deanne• 
Campbell.
McCardell, 1951; 
ClairPbell- 1851;
Ct
sack, and the shift t
he latter
an archaic word, accordr
oji_to 
MeCardell' 1
952%
Webster. 
"This shows it is a product
Well, as the clothes indust
ry o
f evolution, not revolution," said
sees it, the chemise wits 
1,4. good
the group.
a thing to relegate to anti
quity. 
Line word of caution to the
The fashion group
New.girl who figures that if wais
tlines
• r 
York, in its semi-annual pr
eview
don't count, neither do calories
.
• Tla• sack still hugs the figu
re
through' the hipline.
The "Unbelted Look"
• 
With the unbelted look for
daytime will come longer glov
es,
stronger _accents in jewelr
y.
Skirts will be shorter and
 heels
lower for "balance," said Mi
ss
DeMille. "We • on the commi
ttee
find we already have short
ened
(air skirts an inch to' two inche
s,"
she said.
'For evening wear, anyt
hing
goes," the committee -forecast.
The ehenvise tube
the new collections. Sona
t de-
signers featured the "break
front"
—cut to look like a two-
piece
dress in front, one piec4 behind.
Others showed the front fitt
ed,
the back an unfitted, 
fully-
rounded oval. Still others we
re
semi-belted, the one type w
hich
the group said. 1'probabl
i will
be the bridge to the true, ch
emise
for most women.v
Other forecasts for spring:
Continued popularity for the
,"blousort," fashion's term for
bloused top worn with slim skirt,
especially in dress-jacket crw
ribi-
natems cut to look like 
one
piece.
Mohair a favorite fabric 
for
spring coats; and a new sil-
houette in coats, called the 
-"bath-
robe" and cut with low
-shins •
belt like its namesake.
Bold colors and bold combin
e-
Woks in both prints and 
solids.
One designer showed a 
red-
orange greatcoat for • ev
ening,
mecns 111111111'. 
lined with American Beaut
y red.
Better Baking! CLARE'
!" Another 
combined an orange
GIRL 
coal, lined In lemon chiffon,
a oh a lemon chiffon co
cktail
• 
It's the BALANCE of ingre-
.dients in baking powder that
governs its leavening ac-
tion. Only when these are
scientifically balanced can
you be sure of uniform ac-
tion In the mixing bowl plus
that final, balanced rise to
light and (lofty texture In the
Oven ... That's the story of
Clabber Girl's balanced dou-
ble action ... Better Baking
everytime,
BALANCED
doub;e-Gction '
Guerantoyd by
GYM Hosseirepiny
i'LABBER GIR
IS NOW EXCIUSIY
FLY 11 OWN A
Est asalrinp 
ocivrots-r 
.rik IN
SAILANCiD DOWILI.
AtTION
NEW CRUSADER CAPT
AIN
WORCESTER, Maw. apt 
_Jim
ilaaky Aqinen.ori, Va., a 111,W
fit, i1-inch guard whi weIg
hs
pain:Is, has been elected to
the 1938 Holy CMOS
t..."IsvIl nom. He succeeds 'D
iv
Sur • f l!elominister, Mass.
FURNITURE — NEW - U
SED - ANTIQUE
A New Shipment Every We
ek
'104 N. 4th St, 
Telephone 1903
HOLLAND'S GROCERY
(FORMERLY WAThRS 
GROCERY) -
* Free Delivery — Quality
 Foods *•
12th & Poplar 
Phone 275
-
•
IDGER & TIMES — MURRA
Y, KENTUCKY
IFIRKPAY
SWIFT'S PREMIUM •
PAIN PRISH-- YOUNG AND TEND
ER WHOLE
ers
DUNCAN HINES-
CAKE MIX 2 BOXES
WHITE • YELLOW I DEVI
L'S FOOD
PILLSBURY
ANCAKE MIX
12 OUNCE JAR
LOG CABIN SYRUP
•
BLUE RIBBON
MARGARINE
BOX
"^ •
WORTHMORE
19
29c
19clb
1-LB. BOX FLAVOR-KIST
  CRACKERS 19c 
Bliss
COFFEE PINKSICIE QVION 59c
HY POWER
CHILI and BEANS
1-113. can
79 2Sc CAN
JET DOG FOOD
(HORSE MEAT)
2 cs 25c
GAINES DOG MEAL
25-1b,-frag $2.19
•
'
-e
WE DELIVER,
IPHONE YOUR
ORDER IN!
7
fREE
D11,1YERY
--CA-14-14-ED
BISCUIT
10C CAN
•
BIG BROTHER
. -COT GREW
'BEANS--
2i CO 196
BIG BROTHER
#EACHES
21 Can 29c
MUSSELMAN'S
APPLE SAUCE
15 c
303 Can
389c
HNSON 7S
bA'dt*"t'
10-Lb. Bag
89c
:AP
PAGE FIVE
VOIMMEnr
— PICNIC STYLE —
PORK
ROAST
4- to 6-1b. Average
29clb
PICK OF THE CROP'
FROITS-VEGETABLEC
'24-ike°UNT
ORANGESD0z2 5(
GRAPEFRUIT
*-FRESH 5c EACH
FRESHLY
CO UT
FRESH
CELERY
loc STALK
LETTUCE
FRESH - FIRM
10c
FRESH
HEAD
SLAW
YUKON FLOUR
PLAIN or SELF-RISING
50-Lb. Bag
$1.99
V
ye-
-0-
•4111
•al
•
s
SERVE
sliced
.• .AS,IS...
TOAST
11 serve
M
U
M
 t
41
1 
tsta
aMo.
PAGE SIX
I S 000-FEET-HIGH RIDGETRICKS UP•OCEAN CURRENT, NORTH OF  POINT BARROW THERE 1S.AT1AOSPHERE,THOUGH VERY SPARSEAu.-SOLAR- 3.K.S•TE-$.4
/
.._ • •
NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
LIGHTS, CAUSED BY SUN
RADIATIONS. FLARE UP
AT SAME TIME EARTH'S
MAGNETIC PEW SHUNTS
THEM TOWARD THE POLES
14
ANTARCTIC ICE IS 10 000
FEET THICK SOLID GROUND
IS S 000 FEET BELOW SEA
LEVEL. W4IH MAY MEAN
ICE WEf44t HAS PUSHED
ECvM T E EARTH'S CRUST
'CE BORINGS CAN BE READ
LIKE TREE RINGS TO LEARN
WEATHER Of PAST AGES
IIIIESMEEEMilEMEEE.
TIIE I.EDC
8.1.41LE A DAY OCEAN CURRENT !StOnlaell IsFLOWS 9 000 FEET UNDER GULF
_ -1t5 Tfte raf-
CY,p•OS TE D,RECTrON
LIVING MARINE ANIMALS
CAN BE BROUGHT FROM
16,200 FEET UNDER SEA
WITHOUT EXPLODING
MAGNETIC EQUATOR DOESN'T
FOLLOW GEOGRAPHIC EQUATOR
IT WIGGLES ALONG SOMETIMES
TO NORTH. SOMETIMES SOUTH
\ WHAT'S WITH 1011-Here are a few of the sciectifte facts garnered by international GeepnysicalYear. wh.ch naa till Dec_ 1, 19S8, to run. There are • kit mere tacts, too . the ther-mometer hit 102.1 degrees below zero at the South Pole last Sept. 17 . water in the oceandepths Isn't changing places with surface water as fast as It used to We sue nage • kit 4 spur.-- knowledge corning. from ours when we get It iauncned, or maybe Use Russians'. If they'll tell.
its; legs:Si szci c•T • -•Tattit wtc ' itata SR MX MOW: 71graigmagamia
SPECIAL OFFER4‘D
Regular Price 35c 
ONLY 25
At Your Favorite Grocers
BUNNY
Streusel Topped...
E '
**al°EX
Ate COW
V
a
famisomor seadationiitor wow tomulvilmtivtosionotiou lemma c cstemorm , 'soma t-,^z sc:stiz • Israel and tha -1•Iates'- Eta pas slca svaccos see vies ice rivi rex casessiterszasaretst‘ sAtcasstaikassamstsamrsesa irmatitirgarsamsm,rssmactirs roc scs vas puma *mew $?:s rodOstflotot
i I
II
I aritable colon, belching. and 'but-, .
terflies' moving inside."
!Stomach Has "Sense"
Loss of ',appetite. may. "repre-
• sent punishment of self or others" ilg he said. "Attempts to gin affec- 4,,
tion_.roa.Y. be motive, .:00..I a
tother 'hand, martyr complex . or -
deep-seated death wishes may
% lead to anorexia i loss of appe-
tite)." All this .showt the stomach
. -7-m9MniSs"  tic _ackled..
a
• dividual." he continued,
niActnsd ea-uhndeian_useseou.seorAgl. coTnhe- JEANS $1.98
By DELOS SMITH
Unded Press Science Editor
NEW Yi )l1K. It? - The trouble
uilh a man's stomach (Ur 'a
%% Oman's) is that the thing is
. 4 "moron" and can't tell the
difference between "hUnger for
food and hunger /Or affection." 1I
Thus Dr. Vincent Edward Le-
; scara 'tarried -on with tht newest 1
t psychiatric effort • to' make - pay.'
TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
AM Sn-i le.1312$1=3 istaXisi Asa 3ext RAMA eadeesi.z. - 
.s=•ilzileS:I=Alc•ISMS:1•Arr.irriA/MMIC;SsilIZ1Mgrail=y ACARFAIWitii-t 9311 3113a1V4
• oo n
Hunger CA
SEE SANTA
In Person
SATURDAY DEC. 7th
(THIS COMING SAT.)
And Every Saturday
Until Christmas At
one. Success in that endeavor 
4 The CONSOLIDATEDchosomatics crystal clear to any-
could sell ruin to the makers
of countless stomach nostrums.
The hook-up betwen physjcal
and emotional matters in all of
us is no where quite so clearI *
in the good old G. I.. tor
spelled out, the gastro-intestinal
itract.)- he said:
Et is, indeed, "the sounding
board of the emotions." The ff
psychosomatic premise it that
nce emotions are understood i N
t..,nd regulated and given normal s;
and healthy outlets, they no :4
I..nger mess up bodily :unctions.
WAltS31013311101," 
Laseara fouffd prey- ;
alent function disorders" causedg by emotional play on the
N iv.. be qf -appetite, netv-dia
▪ ornit.ing, constipation, nervous
• diarrhea. nervous indigestion. ir-
STORE
MEN'S
ORLON SWEATERS
Reg. $4.98 value
Beautiful Styles $2.98
MEN'S TIES
Perfect For Gifts
Values to
$1.50 2 FoK $1.50
Ladiei- Pane; PGLAtie Handles
UMBRELLAS
$1.98 value
For 99°
TOWEL and PILLOW
CASE SETS
$1.98
Now, move from stomach to
colon. It, too. is "sensitive to
emotions and nervous tension."
"Family jealousy. parental 7-4
domination, marital 'conflicts,
family insecurity, morbid fears, %
frustrations,- business reverses.
family quarrels, sudden- shocking
news, identification with illness
•d- death of -a member of the
family or a "close friend, may,
by suggestion cause functional
suffering in a predisposed in-
111patient literally can . tomach' I
the situation." He went on to
, suggest there is "abdominal mi- -
Igraine," and docors suspecting
;such exists should ask the patien'
I' if he.also "suffers from migrain..
!headaches."
Ulcers Ara Signs
He reminded that peptic ulcers
and ulcerative colitis are quite
serious physical dieorders in
which -the It'F ychiatric complaint"
in their cause is "preponderant."
For success-fill treatment. "The
colon - must be removed from irri-
!sting personal problems so that
i7 can be peaceful from ̀ these'
irrratmg factors."
He was addressing himself pri-
marily to non-psychiatric physi-
cians, and to them in particular
he said: "Telling the patients
'he illness is in their mind and
!hat they will have to get over
themselves...leaves a bad taste.
These persons are ill. They need
support and aid toward solving
- heir_problerns and must receive
..•  ••I attention."
• • :o Was no suggestion in
his lecture that such disorders
were to be ignored or that only
mhe ennotions should receive treaI-
ment. Contrarily, he emphasized
the need for all the laboratery
sudie. which are dear to physi-,
cians who are devoted to physici,
symptoms a n d their possible
physical meanings. But -he was
emphatic that the emotions .could
, not he !,f-• ,,tit of the reckOning.
a
;1!a
II
PLASTIC - WITH ZIPPER
DIAPER BAGS 98e
MEN'S HOUSE SHOES
• Romeo*
/ • Operas
I LADIES HOUSE SHOES
$1.98 & $2.98
,w
II
a
SOFA PILLOWS
'Values to
$1.69 97°
• BOY'S
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Values to
$1.49 97°
BOY'S WESTERN 10-oz.
Belted with Zipper
GIRLS
SLIM JIMS  '1.88
Corduroy and Gabs
THROW RUGS  97C
24x36 - Chenille or Vicose
N:4446,Er -
MEN'S DRESS
• Sanforized
• White or Colored
FLANNEL SPORT
Perfect For Gifts - $2.
SHIRTS
$1.88
SHIRTS
49 Value
2 for $3.00
Ladies Nylon Slips
full 
Panel-
$3.1141
Value.
$2.98
Ladies Rayon 
GONVIIS
A 
114.44,
-Gift She'll 
Love
$1.29
;
4.
• et,
LADIES
DRESS SALEReduced Just In Time ForChristmas!
$577
._A
INieu's Dress SoN.
Argyles 
----•Stretch
2 pairs $1.00
Inen's Dress Gloves
Values to $3.49 
S1/19
LADIES
DRESSY
STOLES
With Gold Thread
99c
A LOVELY GIFT!
GIRLS
NYLON
'HOLIDAY.
DRESSES
$298
Sizes 3 to 6x
Sizes 7 to 14
$398
AND
The Cutest Styles You
Have Ever Seen!
BED
SPREADS
Rayon -- 80x 100
$1.98
LADIES
DUSTERS
Rayon Embossed
Printed
50x5O -
?21 t-at
Atte
g
CLOTHS
79c
- and - OVERNIGHT I
CASES
$4.98 $2.98
Reg.
(Special Purchase) g
 .
;
a
a
a
a
THURSDAY -- DECEMBER 5, j97,7
1_
TABLE
Pattern
$1.49 Val.
•
HOT
•
A
Maybe you con remember, 'way back, when
grandma mode it: Ho?. steaming, coffee coke
with the heavenly cinnomori aroma that you
couldrt't,wait to bite into...
Well, we've captured that old-fashioned flavor,
that old-fashioned melt-in-your-mouth goodness
But we've given it o new look. Our new Kuchen
Loaf -the delicious cinnorrp_p_solfee_. cake-
comes olreody sliced.
You eat it as-is, or you pop it into your toaster
,-arct serve steaming hot. Either way,. everyo.ne
-Sin the fami.ly will enjoy It right down to 'the
%-last.crumb
NOM.
•
a
là MID-EAST MISSION-T.I.N. Sec-
g retary General Dag Ham-
before leaving New York for. - i 
:.-- 
0
-r the Ware -tut in an effort to
til restore calm on the Arab- L5 ,je
M talks in Jordan. Israel. Syria . n
'1' Israeli border. lie will hold . p 
: 0 NSO 
111-1110 N TAti E R E, _TuEA IrST E. I'sI
rnarskjold talks to reporters
" 1... 
1
E/ and Lebanon. The chief pur-
pose of his visit is to bolster 
YOUR MONEY BUYS MORE AT YOUR C Arab ONSOLfDATED STORE!! g
frk armistice agreements between 1 ;
C
-
s
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THE LEDGER &
ea per word fee ens day, minimum of 17 weirdo for 50o - Sc
 dor word fee throe days. Cloasiflod INN are laileblo adV1 60.
FOR SALE --1
y CHEVROLET Bel Aire V8
- door sedan, radi
o. *tauter,
utite wail tires, extr
a nice. Rob
phone 818-W. D7C
2 ddel modern house trailer.
Ain be seen 2 mace
 east of
aloyjaeld uo Hwy. 80. Call 121
lob or 3092 nig
hts, May-field.
DlOC
UlfIHUAHUA puppies,- A. 
K. C.
registered. Phone 17424, 
Union
aty, Tenn. 
D5C
NICE 3 bedroom ho
me, garage
utility room. Priced for
CIrtitlk sale. See T. G. 9h
orton,
1609 Ryan. 
D5P
3 BEDROOM brick home, fur;
natted. Call Sam Kelley, Phone
441. D5C
Buffing or Polishing Pads,
hole. Thew are factory used and
have been re-conditioned, indi-
vidually packaged and guaran-
teed to p1ease.'410. dozen, post-
paid. General, Bea • 1112, Padu-
eah, Ky. D5P
LOOK! Ten Ahun storm win-
dows with Alum screen and one
deur, $189 installed. We also
have the triple track. N., dawn
payment. 'Up to 36 months to
pay. Home Comfort Co., 18th and
Main Street. Ph. 1303. D17
C
NORGE Refrigerator in excellen
t
condatan. Price $65. Nice 
and
clean. Phone 1680. D6
C
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I-Son food
. 4-One of set of
steps
S-Talk idly
17-1Amprey
S-W --henalo _
4 
India
14 -Spa n 1.11 for
15-Bright red
17 -Sha bby
12-Memorandum
20-Land measure
2I-Allowance for
waste
21-Stopped
27-Ceretpunies
25-Bounliary
30-Blver In Italy
-317.:7-inigelioldtng -
office •
y
- iroliio of three
34-,'I.asurit of
•,Islit
ouserlpt
16-1 o‘s ard the
n.outh
31.-24hon.u.L.
42-.4 rrow poison
43-Meadows
44-Large cistern
46-1 wet. gap .
44-Sluggish
51-;.Three-tned
sloths
62-Become used to
44-11rown kiwi
V.-Visor (rollop.)
56-1Lants
57-Lair
DOWN
t-rootlik• Dort
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
9 I/
11 12
-5
•
/425'at
26 ab
• I $S 11
...zi
43
. 7 -/
./..,
5.•
y, ://„...
54, 57
Si
52
to
Date OF Y.. 
14041.4.•te t
57
1111•11.1•1. 
FRESH FISH. Leonard Wood, 1
mile on Coldwater Road. Phone
1067-M. Open from noun during
week days, all day Sat. J1C
slprirW tNAHWirW home.
Excellent condition. Phone 1735.
4MC
1952 NORGE refrigerator, TV
antenna am steel tower. Chest
of drawer-a. All in excellent con-
dition. C.a.L 2140-W. D6P
•
Cuatunan Moon. Scooters. Place
your - undoes n u w. Excellent
Christmas gifts. See M. G. &do-
oms:an, or °ail 74, Murray. D6
C
2-Federal agency
S-Heavenly
bodies
4-Seasoning
11.:=C6Trntrft,d-w- -
6-F7Intnet-
7-That is tebbr.)
*-Abrogates
5-Welcome
lit-Succor
11-1.liii
it- tepetition
te-A coat ea
21-Deedrates
22-Waoh lightly
24-Skip over
!S-1.i lc poem
"6-1teeiplent of
gift
741tariner
31-Rodent'
34-1.arge drinking
'teasel
3111-oNatIve metal
(pt)
34-Sharp, ringing
sound
to- Embrace
41-1...okataedly.
4..-5tatures
46-ilradgear
47-11asten
it-Drag ̂ Inns
45-Ploh eggs
50-Man's
nickname
53-A continent
(abbr.)
4 BEDROOM brick house
Ryan Ave. Two bathe and
talc heat. Special Christmas
Pirrone 721.
on
elec-
sale.
D6C
FOR RENT
Two Furn.afted
pralatte balk
325.
Apts., hot water
1206 W. Main. Call
DIP
2 ROOM APT. aa 805 W. 
Poplaa
St Private bath and (titiva
te en-
trance. Wired for electric ra
nge.
Gar; heat. Several clothes clo
aets.
Utilities furniehed. Call Al
bert
Wallace, Cadliz, Ky. 
D7C
NOTICE
WILL DO \vadiUnd-ana ironing
.in my home.- Satisfaction
 guar-
anteed. Reasonable rates. 
Phone
1723. 
D7P
CAR OWNERS. We are p
rovid-
ing fatally automobile instu-
ance
at 25% below normal rates. P
ur-
dom and Thurman Insura
nce,
soraiside Court Square. Ph.
 842
or 847. TIC
Chra.mas c ag.o. Mao Harr
y
Shokell, ac. fi m Lake 
Stop
Grocery. Fread eggs at all time
s.
DlOC
WANTED I
MAKE $20 DAILY. 
Luminous
nameplates. Free samples. 
Reeves
Co.. Attleboro, Mass. 
D5P
ELIZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW 
NOVEL
he Doctor
'
s Husband
1%7 by Elisabeth Seifeit. 
1tepi,nt..1 by 1.. 'mission of t
he novel'• publisher.
Dodd. Need & Co. Distri
buted by King Features Sy
ndicate.
y.e4'
I lie 1.:,.e....1. "I van still secell'horet:
TrIley Vii.i ;flan •n,I ,7,,aat,
 libana
• you. You handled the baby like
are yuuna nstorna at Ci.ilthen • twos ,
#.11111 1111 SI 'Mine As the 'tory ..pent 
, something made of Ver.ctian glass.
RtaahT •nd ps Elf hard- 4.81 aisrlia i• cola, h. .the rum 
tleit you did a.thoraugh job- 
cars,
m,,, that rac y 
marry Dr %White. Loren Senior 
throat, heart sound --you counted
fteso':ent at the timpani At dinner 
I fingers and toes-"
I,. nest e‘ea Ins 11111rhael tells Tracy
of to. unhappy aria Ina/711441 4 "And. you said .
 .." ,
CHAPTER 3
IN PLEASED contusion, Tracy
gazed acrose the table at Mich-
ael, unable to say one word.
He smiled at her, then lifted
his hand. -Maybe I shouldn't have
done more than mention Laura.
It's all been °vet for five years.
I married ner during my last
year in medical school. you know.
She didn't want me to come here 
yourself out those first weeks
for intern. service-nor go 
any. proving to me that • woman doe-
where for that matter. She 
tor could do all • man doctor
thought my family should set me 
does. And do it better."
up in private practice." 
"I pat watched myself very
"Oh . . 
closely, because I knew you were
"I know. But she didn't know 
watching me. For a slip-up. I
that it would take a lot ot preen. 
thought." That had been during
cal training before I wee ready the 
past winter, and-
tor that. And when I attempted 
"No." he contradicted. "I Just
to tell her. she tried to persuade 
.•ouldn't believe what I saw. A
pie to give lip medicine.. She 
girl wte., could he honest and seta
thoileht I should go Into the 
reliant. A beautiful girl with a
faintly business; her argiinient 
I good mind.. A woman," he con.
wan that I 'owed' her a- lot, mean- 
Untied, "who could walk hand in
ins fur coats and cars and a 
i hand with a man, not ride upon
tricky house. I couldn't do what 
his shoulders."
she wanted, Tracy, I couldn't!" 
In the light of the small, shaded
Tracy listened to him, 
and lamp, her cheeks were pink, her
watched him, Wide-eyed at this eyes
 filled with stars. "Oh. Mich-
evidereee that tragedy could come, eel • • •a 
she breathed, tneaning
to • person like Michael Loren 
to say Iiiii-shed done netting,
And it must have been tragedy, 
that she had only been herself,
to marry a beautiful girl, only to that she--
find her unwilling to make the 
Words would not iome,
slightest-or the greatest-sacra 
He leaned back, his head and
(ice for her young husband, 
face up into the .shailows.. ;Ills
"Does It still hurt?" She asked, 
dark face grave, he took out a
her voice faint with her hurt for 
cigarette, lit it, and smoked re-
him, "Or is it pretty well ov
er_ flectively for a second. "This
now?" 
evening is a special occasion," he
He considered his answer tie. 
told the girl across from him.
fore speaking. "Ye-es," he•itald at 
"For many reasons. One. I've
last. "Now--I think It Is ov
er. come to • corning point In my
The whole thing left scars, of 
life, and in.my career. I have had
course, and some of them took a an .
offer--• very good offer-to
time to heal. But--since eye g
o Into Dr. O'Connell's offi
ce-"
known you--I realize that I owe 
"Ohs Michael!;' she cried in ex-
Laura a debt, for It was she who cit
ernent
conditioned me to appreciate you. 
She knew what such an offer
I remember the first time you m
eant, to enter private practice
came on the wards at Children's, i
n an office with three well-estab-
Tracy. The first time I saw you n
iched specialists, to
▪ apart from a (lass of medics." "
You deserve It Michael!" she
She dimpled. "I remember, too," 
cried. 'You're a wonderful doc-
ile said softly" - torn!
: smiled.
He nodded, his dark eyes Intent. 
'It's a good offer."
"5 out were checking a newborn he 
agreed. "And although ru
when I came Into the room, I h
ave to let my family provide the
roljFin't believe my eyes. The necess
ary money-as a loan of
emart was dawn to your ankle", emir
s°, not 14 gift-this will insure
that thick mask covered your my futu
re, enough that I can go
fat,. telt your feathery red hair, on and 
ninke other plans. Now
not '-nit earnest manner---"
vv1,4 scaled to death," she
confessed.
"Nternemin. I asked if you were
old enough to know how to Count
to ten."
"I thought you were laughing
at me."
"I wasn't. You thought, too,
perbajzis, that I didn't like %%omen
doctors. I do, Tracy. I like you."
"But-I didn't know that!" she
said ruefully.
"Yes, And so you knocked
mew decide several things
Tracy. f y -ii woold consent to
111111re my life and my career
-
 •
at
TIW - MURRAY. 10INTUCK/
WE WANT to hire some help.
Buys 10-14, honest, dependable
and willing to work. Edward
Perry, phone 1659-J. Jimmie
Williams, phone 1103 or call 55.
TF
WANT-En-7
•
PIANOS, used upright. I wi
ll
pay cash for your old piano if
it clan be repaired. 
Seibusru t
White, 403 Cheatnut St., 
phone
1052.
SERVICES OFFERED
DEAD
Radio
I
Tankage
days a
collect,
,30S.
removed free.
dispatched trucks. Dunca
n
Co. Prompt service 7
week. C•11 long distance
Mayfieid 433, Union City
STOC
Notice Of Creditors •
Adminatration been punted
by the • County Coin': upon 
the
following estates:
R. B. "Bob" Moore, Decease
d,
Wu) Erwin; Murray, Ky., Ad-
minist rator. .
H. B. •Fereasori, Deceased. Ruth
Fergus.;n, Murray, Ky., Route ,
5,
Admenia ratrix
Eula Miller Tress, Decease
d,
James H. Miller. Lynn Grove,
Kentucky;-__AximirXstrattir. _
Donna Wilson Maare, Dieenned,
Wayland Perry, Hazel, Kentucky,
Adrninist calor.
All persons having, C11141111
oatailig  said _estices are notified
to present them to the Adminis-
trators or Execu.ors verified ac-
csording Os law, same to be pre-
sented to said Administrators
and Executors in due course of
law, This Dec. 3rd., 1957.
R. B. Potterson, Clerk
Calloway County Court
Miuray, Kentucky
' and my proaaona. ton e! (our"
'-
it you would marry roe. It I
!thought I could go thromeh the
[rest of my life with you at handto help me decide each thine
"Oh," but.. Michael." she cried
breathlessly, "decisions have to be
your own! It's your life, and you
ellh't_let someone else "
"Tracy!" He leaned forward
into the lamplight. -Couldn't my
life be your life too? Wouldn
't
you want to put your hand 
in
mine, and "
Almost wildly she looked about
the dining room, at the bus boys
and waiters, at the diners. "I-"
She turned to him appealingly. "I
can't tell you here!" she blurted.
lie laughed, nodded, and looked,
about for their waiter.
But at last-they were in his car,
and she could tell him her answer.
And it was wonderful. They both
knew, sad said, that their whole
life was going to be wonderful.
"But remember." Michael said
once, "that we'll start out in
debt."
"I know," she agreed. "But the
initial investment for any doct
or
Is sizeable"
"It would be sensible to wait
." His eyes were shining.
She wrinkled her nose in dis-
Mete.
"O.K. We shan't Exce
pt,
Tracy ..."
Her eyes lifted. "Yes'?" '
• "Our family; darling. Perhap
s,
right at first . .."
••why, nure!" she agreed read-
ily. "We're young, and a coup
le
of years won't hurt. Besides,
 I
shouldn't have a baby very so
on,
anyway. I have my 
residencies 
to do. You want me to do 
them,
don't you?"
maJce you do them!" hp
said sternly. Laughing, they
 rm.
braced again: the night 
was
theirs, and the world.
She -supposed she used th
e ele-
vator; she hoped she checke
d in
-yes, she knew she had. 
She'd
got ink on her forefinger.
But she was into her 
small
roore and standing in the 
middle
of the floor, before she 
ktuiaIly
reatized that here ahe v
as, Tracy
Vaughan, with a night's sleep 
to
get and tomorrow's duty 
after
that. How in the world w
as she
going to sleep, or work, 
or even
breathe, with this happiness 
which
so crowded her pulse 
and her
breath!
She turned around add 
around
In the middle of the floor,
 unable
to contain her fciAi
nt. /Riche
had asked her to marr
y him. •
They were going to be 
married
oh, it didn't matter whe
n!
(To be continue
d)
„„,,,,,:„.„„oissaasaapessesetwasseweetlatiellellaraa
Silk Cause
Of Reaction
Fromi)rugs
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK lilt - Silk is the
reason why some people get
allergic reactions from vaccin
es
and other "biological" medici
nes,
according to tae scientific solution
of a lung-standing puzzle
 in
allergy.
The silk is the silk through
which the vaccines and o
ther t
"biologicals" were filtered 
in the
process of manufacture. Ther
e
they picked up the silk "antigen
"
which sets off an allergic reactioli
in sensitive person's.
The solution was contai
ned in
two reports to the Ame
rican
Academy of Allergy. One i
nvesti-
gator found minute amo
unts of
the antigen in Asian flu
 vacc:ne
and in the Salk polio va
ccinL
four out of five manuf
acturers.
The latter was odd becau
se the
procedures for making 
the Salk
vaccine are excee-iingl
y slriet
and they do not incluue 
filtration
through silk. However,
 the in-
vestigator, Dr. Monroe Co
leman,
of' the Jewish Hospital, 
Brooklyn,
pointed out that some 
ciimpanies
filter distilled water thr
ough siW
and use this water 
in making
vaccines.
•
PAGE SEVEN
allergies are specifically 
allergic
to silk. However, he te
sted 250
such persons with silk
 extract
and found that 69 were, 
which
is an incidence of 2/ pe
r cent.
"The risk of dangerous all
ergic
reactions to silk could be r
educed
banning the use of silk fil
ters
In the pharmaceutlail
Thadustry,"
he said. "As substitutes,
 glass
filters, various forms of 
Seitz-
type filters and iglon and stai
n-
less steel screens are av
ailahle.
"At the present time, silk-
sensitive patients should be wa
rn-
ed of the possible danger
 of
biological injections. If possibl
e,
they should be skin tested 
with
each product before' use."
Dr. Friedman and his asso-
ciates, in their report to 
the
academy. suggested- that manu
-
facturers should indicate in print-
ed matter accompanying bio
log-
icals whether there is any chance
of the silk antigen being in the
m.
CITIES DIVIDED
CHICAGO - The In-
ternational City Manragera 
Asso-
ciation reported that nearly 
one-
third of the cites watt 
more
than 10,000 ixipuitation said 
they
would answer fire nails out
side
the city lunita masa* clharge-
The ass...ctutcn said another thir
d
would c.ourge for thz service
.
altd3SISSN35)1244)Z47X3313i5Witell
izii3tailiallitaata.MRS315ilieei
ttalliadsstirmosossassanowinii
ft
Dr. Coleman was 
stimulated
into an exacting in
vestigation of a
silk antigens (or lack 
of ati
in the vaccines and 
biological
products of four m
anufacturers 1
and single products
 of nine oth-
ers.
The stimultition ca
me from a
study by a group of
 Cleveland •
HUNTS JOB WITH KNIFE
HARTFORD, Conn, - 
-
William King, 33, walked 
into
police headquarters and sad
 he
wanted to see the captain "ab
out
a job." Pellik officer Anthony
Parklanuisearched tun and fo
und
a atealt-losite in his belt. As he
Was .booked for oan-mg a dung-
en:sus weapon, King explained,
"I jus: oarry that for protection
sie Medd."
J. Friedman of a 
boy who had
a strange flare-up o
f lung-ar-
rested asthma after 
receiving the
combined vaccine for
 whooping
tg_ta_nuro and dipth
eria.
They traced the flar
e-uTilb-ta silk a
antigen contained in 
the vaccine. It
Coleman pointed to- 
five re- I
corded cases of "severe
 immediate
allergic reactions" in silk
-sensi-
tive persons after 
vaccinations.
He said he knew 
of five others I
and estimated ther
e have been
"many more whose 
true nature ri
were not recognized.
"
27 Per Cent incident
He granted that 
it was not
possible to estimate
 how many a
people who have 
one or more art'
NEW DECOR
WAYNE, Mach. - 
tilt - It
weena until they 
had finished
painting a fence wat
t spray guns
that public works (m
inters noted
parked on the
Leher side hs.i °ousts the
 drift.
Res": 
some sr'Ped cars. rkasia=
istexsi3zi,sgsavia:st 
S2SA r.N mama Ilia Pa its ;wawa
 =a liassi9 1:51 Ala Jessivensassima
irairana
by Fissile iluediaillor
NANCY
AUTHENTIC - WYATT EAR P
.0 2 OFFICIAL 
REPEATER CAP PISTO
LS
•• JEWELED DOUBLE
 HOLSTER SET
• 2 SILvEP FINI
SHED METAL SPURS
• 2 GENUINE LtATHEP. MATCHING CUFFS
• OFFICIAL 
DEPuTY BADGE
•-6.RED 
BL/LLE1S • 2 SPUR ST
RAPS
'• eiiLOAFUL BANDANA
 --
Reg. 94,95
- NOW
s6.49
ABBIE an' SLATS
L1L' ABNER
THANK YOU,
MISS DAWN, F
OR
A STIMULATING
INTERVIEW!
WARD-ELK1NS
NANCY, WHAT ARE
YOU DOING UP
50 LATE 2 I , 
-
I'M MAKING A
NIGHT DEPOSIT
TR...oCKS IS
ckOSSinfTi-I'COUNTY
LINE!! IF YO'HAIN
s-T
GOT A TRUCK IN'
LACENSE.,
NAFTA PAY ME
A DOLLAH rr
---------
c 0 Py F4D g - co PY FA o D---C
--a • -
CO*
by Rao/mans Vas Burgs
THE INTERVIEW
 YOU JUST
SAW wAS ON 
Pluvt; LITERARY
ROUND TABLE W
ILL BE BA
CK
WITH YOU AGA
IN NEXT
WEEK .1
by Al 'CIAPP
- 
-7,-̂
WE'VL 601 
YLP!! - -Aft ,( OT
ALL HE ALL 1-1-1.LICL
NSLE.,
NECESSARY /0"N1L4-1:3S -
UCENSS- c_t_Pl
\NE WERE
WARW.')
ABOUT VOU
'SMALL TOWN
SHARPERSff
•••°,054•1050.591••••••..
•••••1•
Ii
1_
A
• •
a
I At Your Favortte Grocers„ , 1; i flicts can cause vomiting. The, ..flI And Unconscous mental con- -. JEAI il patient literally cannot 'stomach' I 0
'the situation." ' He went on to a
SERVE
sliced
AS IS...
TOAST
'n serve
HOT
;I; - - Regular Price 35cI ---.); , t lead to anorexia I loss of aPRe- Agi . . 11!iteN)n.",All this:filmes t:::•sto:a: II 
a
i It emotions and nervous tension."
1 . ill i "Family jealousy. parental 5
ii
i
i 
0 III. Y 25' 
,, domination. m a r i t a I 'conflicts, I
51frustrations, business reverses. -If
/ family quarrels. sudden shocking •
news, identification with illness ! 1
3 family insecurity. morbid fears. i la
I
i , t,r death of a member of the ill.
I family or a close friend; may,
• I by suggestion cause functional R
PAGE EX
I 
S 000-FEET-HIGH RIDGEIs
UP OCEAN CURRENT
NORTH OF p044 4-41440v.
ts
NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
LIGHTS, CAUSED- IN SUN
RADIATIONS. FLARE UP
AT SAME 110,4E- EARTH S
MAGNETIC FIELD SHUNTS
THEN, TOWAR.Q THE POLES
THERE IS ATMOSPHERE,
THOUGH vEftY SPARSE.
IN ALCSCICAR SYSTEM
ANTARCTIC ICE IS 10.000
FEET THICK SOLID GROUND
IS 5.000 FEET BELOW SEA
LEVEL. WHICH MAY MEAN
ICE WEIGHT HAS 11.1SH•ED
DOWN THE EARTHS CRUST
ICE BORINGS CAN BE READ
LIKE TREE RINGS TO LEARN
‘AEATHER Of PAST AGES
14.41LE.e. DAY OCEAN CURRENT
Fooled In 17 SEE SANTA
PLOWS  000 FEET UNDER GULE STREAM. WI-WC-Fl FLOWS IN THEOPcOSITE DIRECTION
hunger Call
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY Ti lljzsDAY -- DECEMBER 5, 197,7
• reit =Li M ifzi Mind via Ng Poi ItgiSS'i fitsA =Axes; eyitoatninfASeMsbiziltb1=rmanizinMataW135SL"/:frImileslxlet:s
LIVING MARINE ANIMALS
CAN M BROUGHT FROM
16,200 FEET UNDER SEA
WITHOUT EXPLODINS
MAGNETIC EQUATOR DOESN'T
FOU.Ow GEOGRAPHIC EQUATOR
IT -WIGGLES ALONG SOMETIMESTO NORTH SOMETVES SOUTH
WHAT'S WITH IGY?-Here are a few of the actentgle facts garnered oy International GeophysicalYear, wh.ch still has till Dec. 31. 1958, to run. There are a lot more tacts,,,too the ther-mometer txtt 102.1 degrees below zero at,tho South Pole last Sept IT . water in the oceall once emotions are understood
In Person
SATURDAY, DEC. 7th
(THIS COMING SAT.)
And Every Saturday
Until Christmas At
The CONSOLIDATED
STOREI 
MEN'S
ORLON SWEATERS
it Reg. •4.98 value
U
depths Isn't changtr.g places with surface water as fast as it used to. We sttll have a lot ..4 sput. . land regulated and given normal  1 i
Beautiful Styles $2.98
MEN'S TIESBik knowledge corals& from ours when Fa get it la:inched. oz_snalbe tila.Russiaaa'.. AT teIL----- Itearttrf-TheilTeTs; -TheTY no Perfect For- Giftslonger mess up bodily junctions. Values to
By DELOS SMITH
L'n ,ted Press Science Editor
- The trouble
with a iiian's . stomach, (or a
woman's) is that the thing is
a "moron:* and can't tell the
difference. between "hunger for 111
---4tiod--and hunger for affection." ti
Thus Dr. Vincent Edward La- "K
• • seara catried on with tht newest
psychiatric, effort to make psy-
chosomatics crystal clear tot any-
one. Success in that endeavor
could- spell ruin to The makers
of countless stomach nostrums.
The hook-up betwen physical
and emotional- matters in -all of
us is no where quite so clear
as in the good old G. I.. (or
spelled out, the gastro-intestinal
tract.) he said.
-II is, indeed. "the sounding
board' of the emotions." The
psychosomatic premise is that
•
E scan found the most prey- I llt3C'715315ilaateSINFIRSINRIMINCittilltialt lagiwi c "s„):6za s 1.50 •
by emotional play on the G. I.
La
;tient function disorders" cau,secl
'OFFERSPECIAL 
 it :0 be loss of appetite, nervous ,1; Constipation. nervous 11
diarrhea. nervous indigestion. ir- 2
5 ritable colon. belching. and 'but- it
terflies' mo'ving inside."
Stomach Has "Sense'
, Loss of appetite may "repre-
li sent punishment of self or others"
1 _he said., "Attempt
it lion may be a motive. On the
2I other hand, martyr complex or
11; deep-seated death wiihes may
1 • gi eine." and docors suspecting ..
II
!Stomach Is
1
n suffering in a 'predisposed in- I Belted withdividual.- "contintieei.,
isuggest there is "abdominal
Ieh exists should ask the patient it
O A o.1 lie also. -suffers from migrain.BUNNY
0 0 :...adaches." . i
...
i 
Ulcsrti Are Signs
Streusel T• opped ... , t,nd ulcerat r ulcersuvtownded that peptic e colitis are quite 18 He '  3
i •••::ricalc physical d i so r d e r s in, IA Iiich -the psychiatric complaint"
S in their cause is -preponderant"
!1,. For successful  treatment.. -The
e , ,km must be removed from irri-
•.iting personal problems so that11
-, .' can be peaceful from these
O .:ritating factors.- .
O He was addressing himself pri-
,", :narily to non-psychiatric physi.-
..ians, and to them in particular
le- said: "Telling the patient -
tralresfx
Coffee COW
0.
'41
ibigitausa(5I1itetaaVailliS1101111111111111115111MIWEIMI1iic
Maybe you can remember, 'way back, when
grandma made it: Plot, steamincLcoifee cake
with the heavenly cinnamon* aroma that you
coulcIn't_woit to bit. into...
Well, weALs2z1,91 old-fashioned flavor, ,
that old-fashioned mekt-in-your-rriouth goodness
But we've given it o new look. Our- new Ktichen
A0ef---the-cfi0LA' eirrtia-WOR-Wiee-c-c7kW-t
comes already.. Octitd; -
You eat it as-is, or'you pop it into youf.toasNir
and serve steaming hot Either way,.14ryone
in the foinily will enjoy "it right down to the
lost- crumb.
II --le illness is in their mind and
a
9
44
• -la! they will have to get over
.• tbemselves. leaves a bad taste.
These persons are ill. They need
dicport and aid toward solving
• neir problems and must receive
.r.terested attention."
There was tto suggestion .ist
.s lecture that such disorders
‘, ere' to be tgnored or that only
-le (Motions should receive treat-
tent Contrarily, he emphasized
•rie need for all the laborator•
studies which are dear to physi-
cians who are devoted to physic,.
symptoms a n d their posstISI•
physical meanings. But he !xi.
emphatic that the emotions could
not be left out of the reckoning.
MID-EAST MISSION-U.N. Sec-
retary General Dag Ham.
marsk,old talks to reportgrs
- before leaving New York Tor .
g the Middle East in an effort to
restore calm on the Arab.
irnxell border. Ile will bola
talks in Jordan, Israel, Syria
and Lebanon. The chief pur.
pose. of his visit is to bolster
-armialIestatreanents betvreen
Waal- and tbe Arab atates._
- - - -
2 For 1.a0
Ladies Fancy Plastic Handles
UMBRELLAS
$1.98 value
For  99c
TOWEL and PILLOW
CASE SETS
$1.98
SOFA PILLOWS
Values to
$1.69 97c
BOY'S
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Values to
$1.49
97c
BOY'S WESTERN 10-oz.
Zipper
NS $1.98
PLASTIC - WITH ZIPPER
DIAPER BAGS  98e
MEN'S HOUSE SHOE
• Romeo.
• Operas $2.98
LADIES HOUSE SHOES
$1.98 & $2.98
:ARES
SLIM JIMS
Corduroy and Gabs
1.88
THROW RUGS  97c
f
24x36 - Chenille or Vicos-ei 
f,0-4
if ),
4. •
Nisttz•J
'
...-
MEN'S DRESS
• Sanforized
• White or Colored
FLANNEL SPORT
Perfect For Gifts - $2.
Wid
SHIRTS
$1.88
SHIRTS
49 Value
2 for $3.00
Ladies Nylon Slips
Shadow Panel
F tat Len g h
S3.98
Value
$2.98
Ladies Rayon 
Gowns
-- A Gift 
She'll Love
le•
$1.29
Men's Dress Sas
p,,rtyies - 
Stretch
2 pairs $1.00
Meis Dress Gimes
to '3,49 $;)
LADIES
DRESSY
STOLES
With Gold Thread
99c'
A LOVELY GIFT!
GIRLS
NYLON
HOLIDAY
DRESSES
Sizes 3 to 6x
Si7es 7 to 14
4 $298 AND $398
The Cutest Styles You
Have Ever Seen!
Values
BED
Rayon - 80x100
$1.98
LADIES
DUSTERS
Rayon Embossed
S2 77
- and -
77
TABLE
CLOTHS
Printed Pattern
50160 - s1.49 Val.
79c
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OVERNIGHT g
p%CASES
$4 98Re.g $2.98 I
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64 plaf word fillf &ma dayentinIniure el 1
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FOR SALE .1
CHEVROLET Bel Aire V8
- door sedan, radio, heater,
tile wall tares, extra M
ee. Rob
phone 818-W. D7C
,2 4.91...del modern house trailer.
be seen 2 Miles oast of
uri Hwy. 80. Call 121
St-Yii or 3092 night* Mayfiel
d.
D1OC
(.211HUAHUA pu.ppits, A. K. C.'
registered. Phone 17424, Union
fIty, Tenn. D5C
NICE 3 bedroom home, gar
age
utility roam. Priced for
'qu le, See T. G. 
Shenon,
1609 Ryan. D5P
3 BEDROOM biick home, furl
haled. Call Sam Kelley, phone
441. DSC
Buffing or Polihing Pads, le"
hole. These are factory used and
have been re-conditioned, indi-
vidually packaged and guaraft-
teed to please. $10 dozen, post-
paid. General, Box 1112, Padu-
cah, Ky. D5P
LOOK! Ten Alum stem - Win-
dows with Alum screen and one
dioor, $489 installed. We also
have the triple track. N. nown
payment. Up to 36 months to
pay. Home Comfort Co., 18th and
Main Street. Ph. 1303. D17C
NORGE Refrigerator in excellent
cersditien Price $65. Nice and
clean. Phone 1680. D6C
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 32,-rterarn of of
thrws-
1 -So f t forvi 
511v. 5it. ....or., 
o Ight
4-4,1w of set of 31- ri ,o..•ript, ...I.r.)steps
9-Talk idly 36-1.,...ird thi
12-Lamprey mown
13-Witti buffalo of 37 -She., .13%-4 'r rfr Cr..1 if
4 
India
14--Spanish for 4'1-A rrow poison41-Meadows
15-BrIght rid 44 -11.arge cister
n
17-S11104)y 4i act. gap44-Slugaish
19-Memorandum 51-Three-
tried
20-Land measure sloths
21-All0wance for 63-Become iised
 to
Vitiate 64-Drown kiwi
21-Stopped Z.-Vigor (coita
l.)
t-Ceremonlies 66-Bants57-Lair
* "9-Boundary•
3o-River in Dal)
31-Those Isoldhts
office
DOWN
1-lrootlike part
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
IZIOGEIR MISR
fi• 
nr9M nitif
Ima mamma imam.211 mommi-rammanunmegimui
2--Felleral agency
(Init.)
3-110a v enly
bodies
4-Seasoning
6-4'ornered
11-Kromet
7-That in (abbr.)
3-.11irogat1,111
9-Welcome
16-Succor
11- Lad
•
FRESH FISH. Leor.ard Wood, L
Mile on Coldwater Road, Phone
1067-M. Open from noon during
-week days, all day Sat. 31C
CHILD'S- spring bounoing home.
Excellent condition. Phone 1735.
. DSC
1952 NORGE refrigerator,' TV
antenna an steel tower. Chest
of drawers. All in excellent con-
dition. Call 2140-W, DEP
Cuennein Mutior ',eneers. Place
your mate n t, w. Excellent
Christmas gifts. See M. G. Rach-
&Cason, or call 74, Murray. D6C
4 BEDROOM brick house on
Ryan Ave. Two bathe and elec-
tric heat. Special Christmas sale.
Phone 721. DOC
FOR RENT
Twa Fum...tuxi Apo.s hot water,
private bath, 1206 W. Main. Call
325. DEP
2 ROOM APT. at 805 W. Poplar
Si. Private bath and private en-
trance. Wired frir electric range.
Gas heat. Several chilies closets.
Utilities furnisilied. Dell Albert
Wallace, Cadiz, Ky. D7C
NOTICE I, ' I
WILL DO wasiteng and ironing
in my home. Satisfaction guar-
ani:eel Reasonable rates. Phone
1-723. D7P
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.1.. 20
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A
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52
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111-Gaelic
20-A continent
21-Dee...rates
22-Wash lightly
24-Skip over
21-1.yric poem
"6-Iteciplent of
girt
34- Danner
33-itialents
34-Large drinking
vessel
i4-Katf4a sesta!
(pl. )
33-Sharp. tinging
strund
0-Embrace
41-1...,k fixedly
I urvs
46-1 iradgear
47-11a.ten
4v-Drag along
4 '1- ri.h eggs
..4-31.1 11 '11
nickname
63-A continent
(abbr.)
We are provid-
ing family automobile insurance
at 25% below normal rates. Pur-
dom and Thurman Insurance,
sot thside Court Square. Ph. 842
or 847. TFC
Christmas c Harry
ShAell, ac. h m
Greery. Fresti eggs at all tines.
DlOC
HELP WANTED I
MAKE $20 DAILY. Luminous
nameplates. Free &envies. Reeves
Cu.. Aelleboro, Mass. D
5P
ELIZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW 
NOVEL
he Doctor's Husband
O 1957 by Elizabeth S
eifert. ,nt. -1 by 1.. ,r.j.sion of 
re publisher.'
Dodd. Mead & Co. Distributed by 
King Features Syndicate. .
'nary V5i Isa a s,s s • ,eer•
0,,aa 1111e111111 at 1..1411.111
Plat in St Loutfr As the story men.
Rogan. and D. Richard Ash dittoes
the rumor that Tracy Is toIl,. 10
n•vr• Dr Miens.., Loren 'tensor
'Resment al the hospitai Al At Mier
the nest et., Ina allrhvil_ rein Trees
of his unhappy Orsit marriage.
bleAPTER 3
IN PLEASED contusion, Tracy
/ gazed amnia the table at Mich-
ael. unable to say one word.
He smiled at her, then lifted
his hand. -Maybe I shouldn't have
done more than mention Laura.
It's all been over for five years.
1 married her during my last
year in Medical school, you know.
She didn't want me to come here
tor intern service-nor go any-
where for that matter. She
thought my family should set me
up in private practice."
"Oh . . ."
"I know. But she didn't know
that it would take a lot ot practi-
cal training before I wen ready
tor that. And when I attempted
to tell her, she tried to persuade
me to give up ms.dielne. She
thimeht I should 'go into the
family business: her ;argument
was that I 'owed' her a lot, mean-
ing fur coats and cars and a
tricky house. I couldn't do what
she wanted, Tracy, I couldn't!"
?linty listened to him,: and
watched him, Wide-eyed at this
evidence that tragNly could come
to a person like MicHael
And it must have been tragedy,
to marry11-16eineffrit OK only to
rind her unwilling to make the
slightest-:or the greatest- sacri-
fice, for her young husband.
"Does It still hurt?" She asked,
her voice faint with her hurt for
him. "Or Is It pretty well over--
now 7-
He considered his answer be-
fore speaking. "Yeses," sir said at
last. "Now--I think it is over.
The whole thing left Rears, of
course, and some of them took a
Urne to heat But-since I've
known yqu--I realize that I owe
Laura a debt, for it was she who
conditioned me to appreciate you.
I remember the first time you
came on the wards at Children's,
Tracy. The first time I saw ydis
an apart from a class of medics."
Streoltrepleek-n remembee-teeess
'le said softly.
1. e nodded, his dark eyes intent
"soil were checking a newborn
when I came into the room. I
couldn't believe my eyes. The
gown was down to your ankles,
eis that thick msok covered your
fere, but your feathery red hale
and your earnest manner -"
"1 was Scared to death," she
confessed.
•
•
He -1 Lan still see
you. You handled the baby like
menething made of Venetian glass,
, but you did a thorough job- ears.
throat, heart sound--you counted
fingers and toes-"
"And you said ..."
"Mhmmmn. I asked if you were
old-enough to know how to count
to ten.-
"I thought you were laughing
Si me."
"1 Waan't. You thought, too,
perhaps, that I didn't like uornen
doctors. I do, Tracy. I like you."
"But-I didn:t know that!" she
said ruefully.
"Yes. And so you knocked
yourself out those first weeks
proving to rue that a woman doc-
tor could do all a man doctog
does. And do It better."
"1 just watched myself very
closely, because I knew you were
watching me. For a slip-up. I
thought." That had been during
the past winter, and--
"No," he contradicted. "1 just
couldn't believe what 1 saw. A
girl wtv., could he honest and self-
reliant ,A beautiful girl with a
Knott mind. A women,", he con-
Unued, -who could walk hand In
hand with a man, not ride upon
his shoulders."
In the light ot the small, shaded
lamp, her cheeks were pink, her
ryes filiMlvith. ster-"fri: MM.
ael . . ." she breathed, meaning
to say that ithe'd done nothing,
that she had 'only been herself,
that she-
Words would not tome.
_He leaned back, his head and
fliC6 tip Into the shadows. His
dark face grave, he took out •
cigarette, lit It, and smoked re-
flectively for a second. "This
evening is a special occasion," he
told the girl across from him.
"For many reasons. One, I've
come to a turning point in my
life, and in my career. I have had
an offer-a very good offer-to
go into Dr. O'Connell's office--
"Oh, Michael!" she cried In ex-
citement.
She knew what such an offer
meant, to enter private practice
in an office with three well-estab-
lished specialists, CO-
"You deserve it, Michael!" she
're a_wonderfuLdocv
tor!"
He limited. "It's a good offer."
he agreed. "And although I'll
have to let my family provide the
necessary money-an a loan, of
course, not a gift- -this will insure
by future enough that T can go
on and make other plans. Now I
can 1 must decide several things.
Tracy, If you would consent to
share my life and my career-
• and my ereettme, teo of emir-- -
it you would- rererry nie.. If
thoug4t I could go throur4h tli
- rest of my life with you at hand
to help me decide each thine
"Oh, but, Michael." she cried
breathlessly, "decisions have to be
your own! It's your life, and you
can't let someone else
"Tracy!" He leaped forward
into the lamplight. "Couldn't my
life be your lite. too? Wouldn't
you want to Put your nand_ in
al 1 ne. and - "
Almost wildly she looked about
the dining room. at the bus boys
and waiters, at the diners. "I-"
She turned to him appealingly. "I
can't tell you here!"-ehe blurted.
lie laughed, nodded, and looked
about for their waiter.
But at last they were in his car,
and she could tell him her answer.
And it was wonderful. They both
knew, and said, that their whole
life was going to be wonderful.
"But remember," Michael said
once, "that we'll 'start out in
debt."
"I know," she agreed. "But the
initial investment for any doctor
is sizeable." • -
"It would be sensible to wait.
. ." His eyes were shining.
She wrinkled her nose in dis-
taste.
"O.K. We . shan't. Except,
Tracy- ."
Her eyes IMO: "Yes?" a
"Our family, darling. Perhaps,
'
right at first . . ."
"Why, sure!" she agreed read-
ily. "We're young, and a coupl
e
of yeah% won't hurt. Beside
s, I
Shouldn't have a baby very s
oon,
anyway. I have my residenci
es
to do. You want me to do 
them,
don't you?"
"I'll make you do them!" he
said sternly. Laughing, they 
em-
braced again; the night 
%vas
theirs, and the world.
She supposed she used the 
ele-
vator: she hoped she chec
ked in
-yes, she knew she had. S
he'd
got ink on her forefinger.
But she was into her s
mall
room and standing in the 
middle
of the floor, before she 
actually
reaii.zed that here she vas,
 Tracy
Vaughan, with a night's slee
p to
get and tomorrow's ditty 
after
that. How in the world w
as she
going To -Sleep, or- work, or 
even_
breathe, with this happiness 
which
so crowded her pulse an
d her
breath!
She turned around and 
around
In the middle of the floo
r, unable
to contain her ecstasy. 
Michael
had asked her to mar
ry him.
They Were going to he 
married
... oh, it didn't matter 
when:
(To be Continucd)
_
WE WANT to hire some help.
Buys 10-14, hones,-t, dependable
and willing to work. Edward
Perry, phone 1659-J. Jimmie
Williams, phone 1103 or oall 55.
TF
WANTED
- I
PIANOS, used upright. 1 will
pay caSh fir your old piano if
it can be repaired. Seiburn
White, 403 Chestnut St., phone
1052. D9P
SERVICES OFFERED
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Dunce,'
Tankage Cu. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Linion Cit9
'306. 417.11
Notice Of Creditors
Administration has been granted,
by the County Court upon 'the
following estates:-
R. B. "Bob" Moore, Deceased,T 
Otto Erwin, Murray, Ky., Ad-
ministrator. •
H. B. 'Ferguson, Deceased. Ruth
Fengus..n, Murray, Ky., Route 5,
Adantirristtratrix,
&ski Tress, Deceased,
James H. Miller. Lynn Grove,
-
Donna Wilson _Mo.-we. Deceased,
Wayland Perry, Hazel, Kentucky,
Adrnini,:rator.
_ Derints  having claims
against said estates are noti
to present them to the Adminis-
trators or Execu:ors. verified ac-
e:siding to law, same to be pre-
sented to said' Administrators
and Executors in due course of
law, This Dec. 3rd., 1957. --
R. B. Patterson, Clerk
Calloway County Court
Murray, Kentucky
HUNTS JOB WITH KNIFE
Silk Cause
Of Reaction
From Drugs
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK - Silk is the
reason why some people get
Allergic reactions from vaccines
and other "brological" medicines,
according to tpe scientific solution
of a long-standing puzzle in
allergy,
The silk is the silk through
which the vaccines and other
"biologicals" 'were filtered in the
process of manufacture. There
;hey picked up the silk "'antigeeje
which sets off an allergic reaction !ft
in' sensitive persons.
The solution was contained in
two reports to the American
Academy of Allergy. Ohe investi
-
gator found minute amounts of
the antigen in Asian flu vaccin
e 1
and in the Salk polio vaccine
four mit of five manufacturers.
The latter was odd because the 
R
procedures for making the Salk
vaccine are exsee-iingly stric
t 4'
and they do not inclurie filtra
tion %
through silk. However, the 
in- ,K
vestigator, Mintroe Coleman
,
of the Jewish HoyriDar -TWOoklyty
,
pointat out that some companies
filar%daltilled-water through -silk 
4!
and tat- this water in m
aking I!
vacch4s.
•
PAGE SEVEN
allergies are specifically allergic
to silk. However, he tested 250
such, persons with silk extrac
t
and found that 69 were, whic
h
Is an incidence of 27 per cent.
' "The risk of dangerous allergi
c
reactions to silk -could be reduced
' "At the present time, silk-
sensitive patients should be warn-
ed of the possible danger of
biological injections. If possible,
they should be skin tested with
each product before' use."
Dr. Friedman and his asso-
banning the use of silk Lilters Cistes...AD 
_their report to the
In the pharinacenithl indust
ry," academy, suggested' '(hit" manu
-
he said. "As substitutes, glas
s facturers should indicate in pri
nt-
filters, various forms of Sei
tz- ed matter accompanying biolog-
type filters and nylon and stain
- icals whether there is any clignc
e
less steel screens are available, 
of the silk antigel being in them.
CITIES DIVIDED
CHICAGO - in - The In-
ternational Qty. Managers' -Aseu-
(nation reported that nearly one-
third of the cities with more
than 10,000 popullaiun sad 11.1ey
would answer Aire clads outside
the city !zags wuthout charge.
The ass.mattn said another third
would °Jorge for the service.
against attitestresi szillafSWA'=31013:FN 
1:57:11143Mi itglimailaalaff&SigNiniaillatliffidifel
ffMalfa
ft
Dr. Coleman was stimulate
d
into an exacting investigati
on of
silk antigens tor lack of it
)
in the vaccines and b
iological 10
products of four manufact
urers
and single products of nine
 oth- I
ers.
The stimulation came from 
a is
study by a group of C
leveland
dOctot headed -by -Dr._ 
Harold 5
J. Friedman of a boy- 
who WI
a Strange flare-up of 
long-ar-
rested asthma after recei
ving the
bined vaccine for whoop
ing
cough, tetanuK-taind---
diptheria.!i
They traced the flare-up 
to a silk
antigen ,contained in the vacci
ne. 12
Coleman pointed to fiv
e re-
corded cases of "severe 
immediate
allergic reactions" in 
silk-sensi-
Live persons after 
vaccinations.
He said he knew of fiv
e others
end estimated there ha
ve been
"many more whose true
 nature -r`
were not recognized."
27 Per Cent Incident
He granted that it wa
s not
HARTFORD, Conn, - - 
Possible to estimate how 
many e
Woirflice headquartersKina . 33, wa
lked sad hl intoe I. 
people who have one or more .t.;
p
wanted to see the captain "about 
NEW DECOR
a rib." Desk officer Anthony
Feriigno searched inn arid found
a weak-knife in his belt. As he
was .ked for earring a dang-
er ,us weapon, King explained,
-1 Jus.: curry that for protection
meg."
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PACE EICTtT
SOUNDS WARNING - French
Turcign, Minister Christiat.
  Pineau (top) listens as Nlorgi
  Slim (ittôm).Turitstan-Am----
bassador to the Cruted Na-
tions, warns the U.N. Political
Committee In New York of
- Al'ontinued strife in Algeria..
LIVESTOCK REPORT
ST. E.OUIS---ti. -- ,:k
- Hogs 14.500. Moderately- active'
barrows and gilts 180 Itts up 25
eet's lower: ligh•er weigh' and
sows steady .to 25 cents lower!
bulk U S. 14 180 to 240 lb
barr  -; and a:its 17 50 to 18 25:
too 18 So s r-1--1-ar lb clowlf
15 25 to 16
. Steers and h,";fers h'eh
and better strone to 25 err17'
Or en ,re -higher:. _other gratig-s
little elianged: F,rW5 and bulls
active and streng: ch :ice ,steers
24 50 26.50: orlie.e 27 50: chum,.
steets and .heler -rearlfngs 34
to 25.50- Utilit‘' and 'corn:tit-rein'
ewe 14 to In 50 utility and
mrnmercial bulls 15 50 * • 18:
x, tiers 81 higher: sla g h* e r
caives about (ready:Allah tlydr•-•
and prime vealers 230 to 22: gegiti
arid choice slaugh•er calves 10,
-"lo 21
Sheei 2.000 M sderatelv
slaughlar lambs steady to weak.
other classes unchanged: go .-1
and c h c e slaughter
lambs .18 50 le 22. choice and
prime 22 to 22.50. cull to ehoice
wte.!esi slatighter ewes 4-7
emboommisiammill
CONSTASIALED ‘ctr.-2,•
Dora leaves irt ut Lt.nion.
arm in sling. after filing
C: arges of assaL.It agaiest Con-
stable P.oy Anderson Tl.e aft-,
car halted her car and arrested
her buy friend. Tker.my Years
dye, on a traffic charge: One
thing followed ar.utte- Now
Year:lye ta out Off bond pend-
ing trial on char;e of obstruct-
Mg and assaulting an officer,
and Diana herself ma that
cappsd wing. I o;f Cr ti,tr10•1111
Burley • • •
(Cont,nued ',gm 'Page Onei
1,ssa s averaguig $1 per
. hundred pounds
Quaility of offerings :Wednesday
was generally 1,-,wer wt-h •:the
prop••••:- r. ,.f nondescrpt sh.,wing•
a shell' increase. The &moan*
leaf 4,Lang.into 2,..015 under  Reed, .c.hiss• •
Hospital
(Cantinued From Page One)
Harold St(:ne, it• 3. Mum:
;Miss tratY -Elizabeth Coffeen. 52.8
..31-ssen Drise: Benton: Mr,
Far!, Crick and tiskliy girlr Rt. 1
Almo.
Patiekts dismissed from Monday
0 33 A.M. to Wednesday 930 AM
Mr George Green, Rt. 2. Raz,
• Mrs. -Wm. D. Edwards. 408 s
.8th . Murray.: Mrs. Jo.: B.
and baby girl. Rt. 2. Bent.,:i
- Mr Dew Jones, RI.' '1, nr
'Cr-ve: Mr. 'Jinimy Junes. Rt 2
Murray Mr. James Calmer F '-
ridge. 7(.3 Poplar:- Bent,-n: M:,
• liaM Walmitte5.:ind baby g'r:
1604 Calloway. -Murray: Mrs. :
'1'hiirtid and •babV'
Murray: Mrs. Millard Eales-
babY:* bay, 105.*W. lith St .1. 734-117'
Mrs , Wilam Dunston. Gran
Rise:r. M - Graves Furgers,:t
:Ct's C-ncerd: Mrs. Bark l. t-
rims Rt. 7. Benton: Mr. George
'en Gilberts-wire: Mrs. Jack
:Ind baby girl. _3051 E 1.4.h
'-s• Benton: Mr. W:Iliam Rites
▪ -Y field: Mrs, Armen Lee and
t.;,ny air! Murray: MN. Abil- •
tack....n (El:oil-ell) 193 S. 12
St., Murray-
Ralpli  .. • • •
-
(Continued from Page One)
(I:rt PT and Charles Byers pa.
"r1 Crherg wh. 'oartieipa•
Warne Eztot. Charles E
Walter Steely. Pres'. r.
.tedges ;for the contest • were
 Wilson Gantt. Social Scterree
at Vi.urrIv Trpirling .1 •
Dirk., Agriculture reoresentat.•
from the Rank of- lifuerav. a•
Wz.vne -Williams, Field min t
'he Dtvisien of  and Water
Resource. Deorrtment ,,f Cr-
"sires'
the Murray Training ChaVer
seer. ,-n IFFA Day. Ralph iv -is
the chapter public speaking -rep-
resentative last year.
Snow...
(Continued from Page Owe)
the R-ckies and thy
tun' t 'n :he
Central Pla1eali re, • ‘n ex-..-
cent t-ri was central Dakola
where Neal et.,ling ••-
Remnants of Wedni -'ay'e storm
u-r.l• continue to pelt southern
New England with -111-rne or'
about noon _ when the store
iMmediate influenee will no •
tr be felt. Exce-ti fr a
snow flurries ih the Great Lak•
area, it wibe fa:r to partly
c1.2utly frown' the Mississippi H1V.I:
- to the As.lantie C-ast.
Friday
Lynn Crewe. at Hal-
K:rksey at Murray
Arno at Nees* Cine, ,rri
Murray Trng. ai Farrningt •
Reidiand at N. Marshal:
S. Marshall at Syrnsonia
1 r a• h•te
Atomic Schedule
t IY:Wi
, makeup game,
Neat Monday's Settedule
Murray 5. Hugg
Druggist at Sharpe. '
Feast Cons/ rue ,n P
Trot at Sharpe
i Betnatworai. aft Curin.nEham
Mkte-91 rr •
al e.Eg.ltaw.
Hardin Vf. Lyon Couill! at K
government loahs continued
be. very' small:
IKE'S NATO CHAIR-4fr attendant pauses by the. chair Past-
dent E.s,,nhutver or Vice President Richer NIKrift 'WM ooupy
at NATO'lunirnit Contereits in Paris Dec. 10. 
(international)
,
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THE I.EDGER & TI&F,S - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
GRADE
WHOLE
FRYERS
FIELD'S 1-Lb. Layer
•A • 4
Worthmore BA-CO
Short Shank Smoked Picnic
DOUBLE Q PINK
ALMON no 1/2 can 29(
-Yellols. Ripe 1110 C
BANANAS
POTATOES
POSE tTE
10-Lb. Bag
LARGE FIRM HEADS
ETTUCE
GODCHAUX
SUGAR 98c
•
LB.
PARTY-PAC
SWEET
PICKLES
39c
Quart Jar
NABISCO
RITZ
Crackers
35c
1-Lb. Box
3
4.44
Large 6-0z. Jar
9ich
$1.09
SNOW-CAP
, PURE
LARD
4-LB.
CARTON
69c
'C
'4
THURSDAY- DECEMBER 5, 1957
POPS-RITE
POPCORN 19
1-LB. BAG WITH SEASONING
BAGWELL - 18-oz.
BLACKBERRY
JAM.
39c
SUNSHINE
CRACKERS
1-113. box 230
AMERICAN ACE
'COFFEE
REGULAR or DRIP
CHICKEN OF THE SEA
CHUNK STYLE
TUNA
2 Size Can
29c
85,cbb
BROADCAST
CANNED MEATS
TRIPE
34-0s. Cass 0
45c
DIXIANA FROZEN
YellowSquash 15c,
10-0Z. PACKAGE
BUSH BEST
Hominy
Large 21  Can
2i25c
STOKLEY'S
Orange
JUICE *6
Large 46 Oz Can
80. COUNT
25c
DIAMOND NAPKINS
2 for 29c
REYNOLDS
WRAP
- 25-FOOT ROLL -
Saran
WRAP 3
33C 33C
100 TABLETS ST. JOSEPH
ASPRIN 49c
3 -ROLLS COLORED
NORTHERN TISSUE 25c
BLUE BONNET
MARGARINE
1 LB 29c
FIKE
• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE
•
I.- (•-••-;.•
r
•10
•
PUSS AND BOOTS
CAT
FOOD
3 cans 25c .
Food
Market
• Friendly Courteous Service • Phone 1061
•••
•••••14.-4
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